
 

2022-11-04

Hall: GA Booth: GA-29

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

XWINX for G87 and G42

XWINX, the new rear-wing, is now available for the 2.

 

The rear-wing is adjustable in four positions to adept the track-circumstances. No deed of any tools to change
the position. In every position you keep excellent view through the interior mirror. It won’t take longer than five
seconds to change between positions.

 

 

 

Contact:

AIRCONCEPT GmbH

Herr Heinrich Viethen

Krefelder Str. 4

53909 Zülpich

Germany

Fon: 022528380180

E-Mail: hv@airconcept-enterprises.com
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2018-11-11

Hall: 7 Booth: 7D23

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

New wheels design: presentation on the 30. November

On 30. November Barracuda Whelels presents its new rim design. The presentation of the new spectacular
rim design takes place at 4 p.m..Tzunamee EVO stands for a revolution in terms of technology, appearance,
load capacity and surface refinement. The wheel will be available from spring 2019 in 18-20 inch sizes.

 

Other highlights such as the new project 3.0 wheel with milled spoke contour can also be admired.

 

 

 

Contact:

Barracuda Wheels

Herr Jochen Schweiker

Hauptstr. 26

72141 Walddorfhäslach

Germany

Fon: +497127960840

Fax: +4971279608420

E-Mail: info@jms-fahrzeugteile.de
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2022-11-29

Hall: 3 Booth: 3B41

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Three-way adjustable ST XTA plus 3 coilover with top-mounts for Nissan Skyline GT-R (R32)

Even for models that are unusual in the European car market, ST suspensions continually expand the
suspension applications in their program. The ST XTA plus 3 coilover kit gives the 1989 to 1994 Japanese
built sportscar an improved driving dynamic with its 3-way adjustable KW shock absorbers.

 

With only a few steps, it is easy to adjust the high-speed and low-speed compression settings with 24 clicks
and rebound forces with 16 clicks. With the trapezoidal thread on the MacPherson struts, the coilover kit
enables a lowering of 45 to 65 millimeters at the front axle and 45 to 65 millimeters at the rear axle.

 

Like all ST height-adjustable springs and ST coilover kits, the ST XTA plus 3 coilover suspension are also
available through the „Make it Yours“ program. The XTA plus 3 coilover suspension kit can be ordered in 18
different spring colors from specialist dealers and directly from the ST suspensions website. In addition, the
springs can also be personalized with customizable text.

 

More at www.st-suspensions.net

 

Contact:

ST Suspensions eine Marke der KW automotive GmbH

Frau Zaklina Grozdanoski

Aspachweg 14

74427 Fichtenberg

Germany

Fon: +49797196300

Fax: +4979719630191

E-Mail: zaklina.grozdanoski@kwautomotive.de
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2022-11-30

Hall: 7 Booth: 7E23

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

The new tuning wheel BORBET QX

With the new BORBET QX design in 8.0 x 19 and 8.5 x 20 inch, the leading manufacturer of light alloy wheels
from Hochsauerland once again proves how perfectly shaped a wheel in the "Sports" category can be. The
new BORBET QX presents itself as an impressively filigree 10-spoke wheel in the trendy colour combination
"black bronce matt" as well as in "black polished matt" and "hyper black silver".

 

So if you are looking for the perfect combination of pure conciseness and elegant lightness in your new tuning
wheel, you are guaranteed to find it at BORBET.

 

Contact:

Borbet Vertriebs GmbH

Frau Andrea Lefarth

Tratmoos 5

85467 Neuching

Germany

Fon: +49812393030

Fax: +4929813014212

E-Mail: andrea.lefarth@borbet.de
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2022-11-04

Hall: GA Booth: 65

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Watches inspired by tachometers

With an esoteric taste for cars, the Drivetimate team joined the regiment of manufacturers to craft watches for
machine maniacs. The eureka moment coupled with excitement started back in 2019.

 

To share the ecstasy with those who have a craving for cars, Kasburg comany decided to create automotive
inspired watches that come with a unique flavour, a German flavour to be exact. Based in Essen, Germany,
the team is in love with the job and completely committed to adding thrill to the daily routines of car enthusiasts
with a German taste.

 

Contact:

Kasburg GmbH

Mr. Kasra Eslami

Ruhrallee 185

45136 Essen

Germany

Fon: +4917628995240

E-Mail: kay@thekasburg.com
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2018-11-29

Hall: 6 Booth: 6D39

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

6-piston steel system for BMW M4 und BMW M2 plus Upgrade-Kit Live-Montage

Visitors get be inspired by the 6-piston 396 x 36 millimetre steel system for the front axle and the 4-piston 380
x 32 millimetre steel system for the rear axle for the BMW M4 and M2. And even more: a live montage of the
coveted upgrade kits for the Audi RS3, TTRS and Seat Leon Cupra will be shown.

 

 

 

Contact:

MOVIT GmbH

Herr Robin Bach

Auf der Heide 7

65553 Limburg an der Lahn

Germany

Fon: 06431948380

E-Mail: info@movitbrakes.com
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2019-11-21

Hall: 6 Booth: 6A18

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Latest version of the Dynamometer VT-2 EVO 2 Mobile version

A post-expo unit of the latest model of the VT-2 EVO 2 dynamometer in the mobile version: Thanks to the use
of additional rollers, the measurement is available for vehicles with a wheelbase of 340 to 2200 millimetre,
which also gives the ability to use it for an ATV measurement.

 

When using the inertial mode for cars, the small rollers act as an additional rotating mass, effectively
increasing the moment of inertia. Thanks to this application, cars with high power get a longer and more
readable measurement chart.

 The set includes ramps, vibro-isolators and wheels, a rack and a laptop.

 

Don't forget that together with V-tech dyno the company also provides training and after-sales support. What's
more, the dyno is covered with full two-years warranty and can be upgraded later to the load version - in this
case, the small dynamometer rollers are replaced by an eddy-current brake and later even to a 4x4 version.

 

Price: 18730€ net. Ready to collect right after the show on December 9.

 

 

 

Contact:

V-Tech Performance Martin Dorau

Herr Martin Dorau

Gewerbepark 42

52388 Nörvenich

Germany

Fon: +4924269460924

E-Mail: info@vtech-performance.de
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2018-11-21

Hall: GA Booth: GA42

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

K2 Auron - Leather clean and care set

Zentimex presents K2 Auron - leather clean and care set.

 

Contact:

zentimex

Herr Peter Laxy

Max-Planck-Ring 23b

40764 Langenfeld

Germany

Fon: +4921733288944

Fax: 032121193854

E-Mail: info@zentimex.de
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2018-11-08

Hall: 3 Booth: 3B37

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Bremotion celebrates premiere at the Essen Motor Show

The tuning and motorsport specialist Bremotion is exhibiting for the first time with its own stand at the
Essen Motor Show. The Frankfurt company will present a Mercedes-AMG GT4 racing car and thus give
an initial preview of the 2019 season.

 

It is planned to use one to two Mercedes-AMG GT4 in the new ADAC GT4 Germany. The ADAC GT4
Germany will take place on six race weekends as part of the popular ADAC GT-Masters and promises
gripping motorsport. The choice of the AMG racing car is no accident. Bremotion has been a BRABUS Gold
Partner since 2015 and refines road vehicles from Mercedes-Benz and AMG at the highest level.

 

The near-series GT4 racing car, which is based on the Mercedes-AMG GT R, remains unchanged and already
has an extremely high racetrack performance in its series version. The Mercedes-AMG GT4 is powered by a
4.0-litre V8 engine with biturbocharging, which delivers up to 375 kW (510 hp) and over 600 Nm of torque,
depending on the regulations. In addition to the ADAC GT4 Germany, the car can also be used in the VLN
Endurance Championship, the ADAC 24-Hour Race at the Nürburgring, the DMV-GTC or in international GT4
series.

 

Bremotion is actively supported by Senkpiel Car & Driver, the expert for successful driver management, and
GT3 young talent Marek Böckmann, who is available as driver coach. The logistics part is handled by
the Maintaler Group, the specialist for time-sensitive and handling-sensitive transports.

 

Contact:

Bremotion Sport Marketing GmbH

Herr Patrick Brenndörfer

Am Seedamm 23

60486 Frankfurt

Germany

Fon: 06978904145

E-Mail: info@bremotion.de
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2022-10-13

Hall: 7 Booth: 7D25

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

WHEELPROTECT: Wheel protection attachment for disassembly/assembly

WHEELPROTECT is mounted as a “gentle attachment” on the corresponding rim in the respective hole circle
and protects the surrounding material during assembly or disassembly, since direct contact between impact
wrench/power nut and aluminium rim is prevented.

 

l Prevents damage during disassembly of rims

l Adjustable in all sizes from 5x98-160 (or 4x98-160)

l Prevents scratches and similar damages

l Suitable for almost all power plug nuts (without protective attachment)

l Easy to use

Everyone knows it, and noone likes it. No matter whether vintage cars, sports cars or your own beloved
vehicle, no one is spared the visual damage of classic wheel changes.

So far there was no perfect solution, and the already existing plug-in attachment for kernels does not allow
scratch-free removal/installation due to wear and high rotation speed.

 

Wheelprotect was developed for this problem. The template is attached as a protective attachment to the
respective rim before de-/installation. Wheelprotect ensures that there is no contact between the power nut
and the rim and thus serves as “impact protection” against the rotation of the torque wrench or impact wrench.

Thus you can, for example, give your expensive accessories/original rim into the hands of the familiar fitter
without any worries and hassles.

 

Contact:

Stricksner Automotive GmbH

Herr Nick Stricksner

Benzstraße 4

48599 Gonau

Germany

Fon: +49 (0)2565 970 321 8

E-Mail: nick@stricksner-automotive.com
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2018-10-24

Hall: 8 Booth: 8B10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Product portfolio from exhaust accessories to universal parts

At Friedrich Motorsport, the trade fair visitors will find sports rear silencers, complete systems, sports
tailpipes, exhaust manifolds, downpipes, universal parts and exhaust accessories from our own production
facilities. High quality "Made in Germany".

 

Most products come with EC approval or parts certificate.

 

https://shop.friedrich-motorsport.de/

 

STREETBEAST - Exhaust systems can be controlled via driving mode selection and mobile app. Changing
the mode opens the exhaust gas valves in the petrol models and the diesel generators activate the sound
generators.

 

gasoline

 

l Exhaust silencer systems with flap control

l registration free with EC-type-approval

l Control via the driving mode selection or via mobile app

l Integration of the control module in the CAN-BUS

l optimal exhaust gas flow with open and closed flap

diesel

 

l Exhaust silencer systems with sound generator

l registration free with EC-type-approval

l Integration of the control module in the CAN-BUS

l Control via mobile app (can also be switched to driving mode selection)

l Sound characteristics and volume can be changed via the app

l storable up to six profiles

https://www.streetbeastexhaust.de/



 

 

 

Contact:

Friedrich Motorsport

Herr Norbert Bergmann

Bamberger Str.129

96215 Lichtenfels

Germany

Fon: 09571/94990

Fax: 09571/949918

E-Mail: fms-bergmann@t-online.de
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2018-09-25

Hall: 4 Booth: 4B12

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Coloured smoke tyres

The proReifen.com GmbH presents coloured smoke tyres in blue/violett, red/pink and yellow in different sizes
for show events.

If you do "burn-out" they smoke in one of the coloures.

 

More information: https://www.proreifen.com/index.php?list=72

 

Contact:

proReifen.com GmbH

Frau Mona Hinghaus

Drosselweg 23

49201 Dissen

Germany

Fon: +4954219319990

E-Mail: info@proreifen.com
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2022-09-25

Hall: GA Booth: 52

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Car key progam and immobilizers

The EMK team program and code car keys and immobilizers. The company is specialized in all vehicle
brands.

 

New car keys are possible and all this on site at the fair. Completely new radio key including programming (the
vehicle on site as well as all existing vehicle keys are needed for this). 

 

 

 

Contact:

EMK Ihr Autoschlüssel Profi

Herr Emrah Gezici

Tulpenstr. 2

30853 Langenhagen

Germany

Fon: +4917624994586

E-Mail: emkamaservice@gmail.com
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2022-12-02

Hall: 7 Booth: 7A33

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Ten per cent trade show discount on Sachs Performance suspensions

Sales promotion at the fair partner "HAPPY RACING". In the context of the Essen Motor Show 2022 there is a
ten per cent discount on Sachs Performance suspensions.

 

Contact:

ZF Race Engineering GmbH

Frau Stephanie Hildebrand

Ernst-Sachs-Straße 62

97424 Schweinfurt

Germany

Fon: +49754177989061

Fax: +4975417790960061

E-Mail: stephanie.hildebrand@zf.com
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2022-11-24

Hall: 3 Booth: 3A13

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

FER?X 500 6.4L HEMI V8

The italian company presents its top of the range: the FER?X 500.

 

Contact:

Militem s.r.l.

Herr Christian Carrisi

Via Borgazzi 8

20900 Monza

Italy

Fon: +390392460055

E-Mail: c.carrisi@militem.it
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2018-11-27

Hall: 7 Booth: 7A10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

H&R Height Adjustable Spring Sets: The sportiest suspension solution - also for automobiles with adaptive
dampers

Innovative components such as the H&R height adjustable springs were already developed by the Sauerland
suspension specialists at the end of the 1990s. With a current range of more than 150 applications, the focus
is on vehicles which are originally equipped with adaptive suspension or damping force adjustable shocks.

The clou: Thanks to the reasoned adjustment mechanism, the H&R engineers make it possible to continuously
lower the vehicle's centre of gravity by approximately 30 to 50 millimetres (contingent upon the vehicle),
depending on the desired residual spring travel, even though the standard shock absorbers are retained. This
not only ensures a particularly sporty vehicle appearance but also a significant increase in driving dynamics.

The H&R professionals of course carefully match the height adjustable spring systems to the respective
original shocks and their individual characteristics. For this reason, neither an adaptation of the control
electronics nor the technically questionable discontinuation of these is necessary, which needs to be done
when installing conventional coil over suspensions. With the H&R height adjustable springs the active
standard suspension remains fully functional.

From a technical point of view, the lowering of the vehicle's centre of gravity in combination with the spring
characteristics finely tuned in best H&R manner reduces the roll tendency and specifies the turning behaviour
more precisely. Visually, H&R height adjustable springs provide a much more sporty vehicle look with wheels
that are positioned harmoniously in the mudguards.

H&R height adjustable springs are available for many vehicles, including approvals, for example:

Audi: A3 / A4 / S4 / A5 / S5 / A6 /A7 / RS4 / RS5 / R8 / Q5 / SQ5 

BMW: M2 / M3 / M4 / M5 / X6M / 5 Series (F10+F11) / 6 S

 

Contact:

H&R Spezialfedern GmbH & Co. KG

Herr Hartwig von der Brake

Elsper Str. 36

57368 Lennestadt

Germany

Fon: +49272192600

Fax: +49272110708

E-Mail: info@h-r.com

----------------------------------------
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2022-10-27

Hall: 3 Booth: 3A30

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

World premiere of the new BMW M2 Coupé with M Performance Parts

M Performance Parts: For more driving dynamics and spectacular looks.

 

Radically sporty. Revolutionary in its own right: With its breath-taking dynamism and lively agility, the BMW M2
Coupé sparks unparalleled performance. And above all: it's simply fun. The progressively sharpened three-box
design accentuates uncompromisingly sporty standards with every note and sets the BMW M2 Coupé off the
scene in the best possible way. The exclusive, individual BMW M Performance Parts complete its uniqueness
and give it concentrated motorsport DNA, which ensures a thrilling driving experience.

 

The range of M Performance Parts includes:

 ? M Performance front attachment in carbon.

 ? M Performance carbon wheel house flaps

 ? M Performance rear wing in carbon.

 ? M Performance titanium exhaust system.

 ? M Performance LM rims up to 20"/21".

 ? M Performance carbon interior trim

 ? M Performance sports steering wheel

 ? M Performance door sills in carbon.

 

Not all vehicle parts shown are available from launch.

 

Contact:

BMW Group

Herr Sebastian Haberkorn

Petuelring 130

80788 München

Germany

Fon: +49893820

E-Mail: sebastian.haberkorn@bmw.de
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2018-11-01

Hall: 7 Booth: 7B10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

BORBET LX

A wheel, which fulfills this standard to perfection, is the new design LX. This wheel combines the weight
reducing machining process UnderCut with different surface technologies such as the innovative ExaPlus-
technology: “anodic dipping (ATL)”, which is just one of the wide range from the BORBET portfolio. Due to
this, theoretically around 500 colour and surface combinations on the design LX are possible. Borbet is able to
offer its retailers diverse wheel finishing options, and possibilities, even in small quantities. 

Therefore, the Borbet LX secures its role, as a public magnet at the BORBET booth. The “Sporty” wheel will
be available for the spring season 2019 in 8.0 and 8.5 x 19 inch. The BORBET range includes the colour
versions „black glossy rim red“, „black matt spoke rim blue polished“, „black matt spoke rim polished“,
„graphite spoke rim polished“ and „graphite spoke rim red polished“. These five from 500 variations are in the
Borbet standard program.

 

----------------------------------------
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2018-11-24

Hall: 6 Booth: 6B11

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Golf 7 GTI Clubsport Sportcup Edition No. 002

Performance 61 presents a spectacular complete conversion based on the Golf 7 GTIClubsport.

From the engine to the bodywork and Bobykit everything was turned on the left - the result is a performant
track tool that can also be used for everyday life on the street.

 

Contact:

Performance 61

Herr Max Flinspach

Kolpingstr. 16

88416 Ochsenhausen

Germany

Fon: 073529298622

Fax: 073529496096

E-Mail: m.flinspach@performance61.de
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2022-11-13

Hall: 5 Booth: 5E21

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Meguiar's Hybrid Ceramic Pre-Wax Prep

Remove fine scratches and small paint defects without leaving a gray haze: The paint is nourished with
valuable polishing oils and the appearance is improved. Gloss, colour intensity and reflection are increased
and are visible immediately after processing. In addition, the product leaves a fine base layer of hybrid ceramic
paint protection. This creates the best possible starting point for subsequent care and sealing with other
products from the Hybrid Ceramic Line.

 

The advantages:

 

l Ceramic protection made easy

l Easy to use

l Extreme smoothness and beading

l New self-layering technology

l Contents: 473ml

Contact:

Meguiar's Deutschland 

Herr Ingo Schümmer

Carl-Schurz-Str.1

41453 Neuss

Germany

Fon: +49 2131 14 9696

E-Mail: kontakt@meguiars.com
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2018-11-28

Hall: 8 Booth: 8C12, Hall: 8 Booth: 8B22

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

MUSWAY – Music Is The Way: Technology for sound enthusiasts

The slogan “TECHNIK FÜR KLANGBEGEISTERTE” (literally: “technology for sound enthusiast”) is program
at MUSWAY. This becomes particularly clear when taking a closer look at the high-end hi-fi components of the
power amplifiers: Highly efficient Class D technology is used, and each channel pair can also be switched to
mono, which makes it particularly easy to connect subwoofers. Even more important as function, however, is
the sound: in countless listening sessions, the individual components have been fine-tuned so that even the
most critical listeners get their money’s worth.

 

High functionality combined with the highest sound quality: It does not matter whether simple factory speakers
are beefed up acoustically, or whether everything is retrieved from retrofitted, higher-quality speakers with the
countless control options. In the latter case, the result is of course much better. Thanks to DSP, virtually any
corrections can be clearly arranged. Whether frequency correction, Q-factor, time allignment, phase shift or
extensive switch configurations, the sonic non plus ultra becomes possible in the first place.

 

For the audiophile and masterful-sounding DSP amplifiers, the matching game partners are now also available
in the form of perfectly tuned speakers and innovatively designed subwoofer systems. Thanks to the extensive
range of powerful and optimally tuned sound transducers, nothing stands in the way for a complete MUSWAY
sound system in your vehicle. The passionate inventors from the MUSWAY sound lab showed the same
dedication and meticulousness that was celebrated during the development of the DSP amplifiers. When
designing the sophisticated loudspeakers and subwoofer systems, only the finest components and innovative
materials are used, which more than just pays off in the balanced and outstanding sound performance, as well
as in the power delivery and longevity.

 

Contact:

Audio Design GmbH

Frau Annette Hartung-Perlwitz

Am Breilingsweg 3

76709 Kronau

Germany

Fon: 07253946515

Fax: 07253946510

E-Mail: annette@perlwitz.com
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2018-11-20

Hall: 3 Booth: 3A41

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

TECHART TECHTRONIC: power kit for E-Hybrid Models

The TECHART TECHTRONIC power kit for the Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid: It increases the standard system
performance from 680 hp to 770 hp. The system torque increases from maximum 850 Nm to powerful 980
Nm. 0-100 km / h: 3.2 seconds. Top speed: 316km / h.

 

Contact:

TechArt Automobildesign GmbH

Herr Maximilian Balázs

Röntgenstr. 47

71229 Leonberg

Germany

Fon: +4971529339707

Fax: +497152933933

E-Mail: m.balazs@techart.de
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2022-09-12

Hall: GA Booth: 39

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Alloy wheels and Carbon products

YUELING, is a company, focusing on the field of wheels for different cars and motorbikes, with nearly 40 years
history since year1982.

 

The company is known for its gravity wheels, low pressure wheels, flow forming wheels and forged wheels in
Aluminum.

 

This year, the company presents its Carbon products, including the wheel, car body kit and other car fitting
accessories.

 

Contact:

Zhejiang Yueling Co., Ltd.

Ms. EMMA LIN

888 Zeguo Road, Zeguo Town Wenling

317523 Wenling City, Zhejiang

Peoples Rep. of China

Fon: 008613777686969

E-Mail: export-6@yueling.com.cn
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2022-12-02

Hall: 3 Booth: 3A25

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Recaro Automotive celebrates six decades of seating focus with two world premieres – Sport C and Podium
GF

Almost 60 years ago, a new era began when Reutter Carosserie began to focus on the development of
innovative car seats under the new name Recaro. Since then, the brand has been synonymous with
performance like no other: on the race track, on the road or at home. Recaro will properly celebrate the
prelude to the upcoming anniversary during the Essen Motor Show 2022. At the booth, visitors can marvel at
the world premiere of the new Sport C and the new Podium GF. In addition, there will be fascinating highlights
from the extensive seat portfolio, sleek outfits and accessories from the lifestyle collection, and exciting panel
talks with featured guests from the scene.

 

What would the automotive world look like without Recaro? One thing's for sure: less exciting, less fascinating,
and less comfortable. Thankfully, this remains a thought experiment, because in 1963 the Stuttgart-based
company Reutter Carosserie began focusing on its current core segment. Since then, seats from Recaro have
always set new standards in dynamics, safety, quality and comfort.

 

“At Recaro, we write performance in all caps. The concept permeates everything we do. It's what our heart –
and that of our fans – has been beating for under the Recaro name for nearly six decades now,” says Ulrich J.
Severin, Managing Director of Recaro Automotive and Vice President Europe. “So it's only fitting that we pull
out all the stops at Essen, with exciting news and special promotions.”

 

Recaro will be celebrating the upcoming anniversary at its booth in hall 3 - with, among other things, the new
Sport C. This new seat continues the tradition that began in 1965 with the “Sportsitz”. Like its predecessor, it
is a genuine market revolution. The Sport C is the first aftermarket sport seat with a fully electric 8-way
mechanism. It thus skilfully bridges the gap between comfort and performance requirements.

 

Contact:

RECARO Automotive GmbH

Frau Romi Diana Doser

Stuttgarter Str. 73

73230 Kirchheim / Teck

Germany

Fon: +491729705802

E-Mail: presse@recaro-automotive.com
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2022-12-01

Hall: 7 Booth: 7A10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

H&R coil over suspension for VW ID.Buzz

The world premiere of the H&R VW ID.Buzz. The "electric bulli" is ultra-cool, especially with the brand new
H&R coil over suspension and TRAK+ wheel spacers for the full stance of the chic aluminium wheels.

 

Contact:

H&R Spezialfedern GmbH & Co. KG

Herr Hartwig von der Brake

Elsper Str. 36

57368 Lennestadt

Germany

Fon: +49272192600

Fax: +49272110708

E-Mail: hb@h-r.com
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2018-11-14

Hall: 8 Booth: 8B22, Hall: 8 Booth: 8B34, Hall: 8 Booth: 8A22, Hall: 8 Booth: 8A37, Hall: 8 Booth: 8B40, Hall: 8
Booth: 8A34

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

High End Car Audio Products recapture the market

Costumer’s requirements in terms of in-car audio and entertainment’s quality and functionality are no longer
addressed solely to the car manufacturer. Individual expectations on sound, connectivity and user friendliness
of automotive infotainment are rising with the hours that consumers spend in their car. Today’s automobile
customers wish to travel as pleasant, entertaining and as audiophile as possible. The industry is reacting to
this trend with new custom fit technologies and an extended range of high-end car audio products.

 

In the new Hall 8, the CarMediaWorld will once again create an attractive platform for the hot topic of Car Hifi
and infotainment. Leading brands such as Audio System, ESX, Gladen, Dynavin, JVC Kenwood, HiFonics, JL
Audio, Musway, Pioneer and Rockford Fosgate make high fidelity, automobile connectivity and digitalization a
thrilling experience. They perfectly complement the exhibition's horse-powered exhibition program and provide
an opportunity to examine the technology trends and innovations and to experience them in one of the many
show vehicles.

 

Sound Tuning goes digital

With audiophile sound, ultimate entertainment and up-to-date information, driving turns into an exciting
experience - no matter which generation the car belongs to. Even proven vehicle models can be equipped
flawlessly and budget-friendly with latest sound and infotainment innovations.

 

Contact:

CarMediaWorld

Frau Annette Hartung-Perlwitz

Oberer Markt 7

95469 Speichersdorf

Germany

Fon: +491702409078

Fax: +4991814899140

E-Mail: press@emmanet.com
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2022-11-11

Hall: 7 Booth: 7E27

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

These trade fair innovations make the streets burn

The new RONAL R72 is celebrating a premiere. The futuristic 5-spoke design features an aesthetic aero ring
with an innovative honeycomb structure. This ring is not attached, but firmly integrated in the wheel and
dynamically interrupted by the spokes. Aerodynamic rims reduce air turbulence and can therefore help to
significantly reduce the vehicle's flow resistance.

 

The RONAL R71 is perfect for all high-mounted vehicles that require a high load capacity and is characterized
by increased strength and striking sportiness. It is as if made for the special requirements of hybrid vehicles, in
which hip trends and CO2-free drives are increasingly being combined. The multi-spoke design is available in
three different surfaces and gives the vehicle an absolutely unmistakable character. Combined with low-friction
tires, the rolling resistance can be minimized and fuel consumption can be reduced as a result.

 

The Classic Range has been as well expanded: the popular RONAL R9 retro wheel in the penta style gives
every legend an unmistakable look. This classic, which shaped a whole generation of car fans, is now also
available as a two-colour extension in silver and gold and is a real cult object. The penta-style drop center
wheel is the perfect upgrade for classic vehicles with an "H" license plate and a long tuning tradition. The
RONAL R9 has been tested, provided with a KBA number and approved for some historic vehicle models for
the road.

 

Contact:

RONAL GmbH

Frau Salome Fernandez

Karl-Wirth-Straße 100

76694 Forst

Germany

Fon: +41623890604

E-Mail: salome.fernandez@ronalgroup.com
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2022-11-29

Hall: 3 Booth: 3A47

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

World Wheel Award 2023: The light-alloy wheel manufacturer BBS applies with the RT Unlimited (RT-U) wheel

The light-alloy wheel manufacturer BBS is nominated as well and takes part at the World Wheel Award with its
new BBS RT Unlimited (RT-U) light-alloy wheel in 10,5 x 20 inches (offset is at 28 millimeters). The wheel will
soon become a part of the Classic design line at BBS. The letters “R”, “T”, and “U” stand for “Racing”,
“Track”, and “Unlimited”. Wheel sizes of 18, 19, and 20 inches and rim widths of 8 to 12 inches are planned.

 

For the World Wheel Award, the RT Unlimited wheel will be presented with a Glossy Black rim bed and a rim
star in Satin Bronze directly at the Essen Motor Show. Furthermore, the new wheel design can also be
examined directly at the BBS fair booth. The color palette for individualizing the rim bed and rim star is
currently in the making. In the future, BBS plans that new colors are possible at any time.

 

Contact:

BBS automotive GmbH

Christian Schmidt

Welschdorf 220

77761 Schiltach

Germany

Fon: +497836520

Fax: +4979719630191

E-Mail: christian.schmidt@kwautomotive.de
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2018-10-26

Hall: GA Booth: GA76

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Licence plate holder made of aluminium AluFixx

Sometimes innovation simply lies in the detail: The MEDES Aluminium Manufaktur from Sprockhövel have
once again decisively modified their ALUFIXX®Car licence plate holder. The product was equipped with a
special fastening technology. Result: The new generation ALUFIXX®Car now fits every vehicle - even in
problematic fastening environments (niches or beads in bumpers or bodywork).

 

License plate mounting with ALUFIXX®Car has become even easier:

 

l  Screw the brackets to the specified fixing points

l  Place the label in the grooves of the brackets from the front.

l  Tighten the clamping screws.

The number plate is clamped and additionally stabilized in the same way as a vice, thanks to the
predetermined buckling points in the holders.

 

l Theft is made more difficult, loss and vibration prevented.

l One-time purchase the carrier system can be repeated over and over again can also be used.

Incidentally, the frameless license plate holder made of high-quality, corrosion- and weather-resistant
aluminium impresses with its perfect appearance and simple elegance. The licence plate seems to float. No
clumsy plastic edges of conventional systems interfere with the lines of the body. ALUFIXX®Car is particularly
suitable for youngtimers and classic cars due to its design and optical properties.

 

The anodized license plate holder is available in silver aluminium or matt black, as well as in high-gloss
polished and paintable versions.

Finally, ALUFIXX®Car also offers the possibility of discreet individualisation. Motif carriers (for logos, lettering,
names) can be fixed behind the number plate without disturbing it.

 

Contact:

MEDES Aluminium-Manufktur

Herr Laszlo Szabo

Mittelstraße 52p

45549 Sprockhövel

Germany



Fon: +491716916195

Fax: +492339120667

E-Mail: info@medes.de
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2022-11-13

Hall: GA Booth: GA-31

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

OEM Steering wheel spacer

A new mechanical device that brings the OEM steering wheel five centimetre closer to the driver, adding
stroke to the existing depth regulation of the OEM steering wheel.

 

This leads to a completely new driving position which boost both the steering feel and the driving position
comfort. The car feels like a different car, more roomy inside and with better driving handling.

 

The spacer mantains active the steering wheel buttons, the airbag and the paddleshifters if available. 

 

It's a new product, invented by Spacershop, to gain the advantage of the aftermarket dished steering wheel,
but retaining the OEM steering wheel.

 

A true boss kit 2.0

 

Contact:

DDM Racing SRLS

Mr. Giacomo Pinzoni

Via Brioschi 39

20842 Besana

Italy

Fon: 00393484734511

E-Mail: giacomo@spacershop.com
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2018-11-11

Hall: 6 Booth: 6F15

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

World´s first fully modular linked dynamometer

Modular dynamometer (Vtech Dyno EVO) means that there is no need to buy 4wd dyno at once. You can
have front module, without electromagnetic brakes, and buy brakes, 4wd extension and additional sensors
later. Thanks to fully modular design everything is expandable. 

 

The VT2/VT4 modular chassis dynamometer series have been present on the European market for more than
a decade. The first rolling road was created and installed in 1999 and since the very beginning they featured
an exceptional accuracy of measurement and reliability. During the following years the chassis dynos (rolling
roads) have been constantly developed and improved by the R&D department, significantly widening the
product range. Today variants of V-Tech Performance`s dynamometers include modular one axle
dynamometer and 4wd chassis dynamometer for 4x4 vehicles. Multiple models, configurations and options of
chassis dynamometer product line are available (main one axle modul is always in stock) for sale.

The dynamometers are available in both inertial and braked versions. Additionally in the 4x4 version V-Tech
use a novelty system of mechanical synchronisation of front and rear axles, which gives the possibility for
measuring the most modern cars, equipped with active traction control systems. Supplementary to the wide
offer are dynamometers for motorcycles and quads.

 

Contact:

V-Tech Performance

Herr Martin Dorau

Gewerbepark 42

52388 Nörvenich

Germany

Fon: +4924269460926

E-Mail: info@vtech-performance.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6A18

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Latest version of the Dynamometer VT-2 EVO 2 Mobile version

A post-expo unit of the latest model of the VT-2 EVO 2 dynamometer in the mobile version: Thanks to the use
of additional rollers, the measurement is available for vehicles with a wheelbase of 340 to 2200 millimetre,
which also gives the ability to use it for an ATV measurement.

 

When using the inertial mode for cars, the small rollers act as an additional rotating mass, effectively
increasing the moment of inertia. Thanks to this application, cars with high power get a longer and more
readable measurement chart.

 The set includes ramps, vibro-isolators and wheels, a rack and a laptop.

 

Don't forget that together with V-tech dyno the company also provides training and after-sales support. What's
more, the dyno is covered with full two-years warranty and can be upgraded later to the load version - in this
case, the small dynamometer rollers are replaced by an eddy-current brake and later even to a 4x4 version.

 

Price: 18730€ net. Ready to collect right after the show on December 9.

 

 

 

Contact:

V-Tech Performance

Herr Martin Dorau

Gewerbepark 42

52388 Nörvenich

Germany

Fon: +4924269460924

E-Mail: info@vtech-performance.de
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Hall: 7 Booth: 7D23

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

New wheels design: presentation on the 30. November

On 30. November Barracuda Whelels presents its new rim design. The presentation of the new spectacular
rim design takes place at 4 p.m..Tzunamee EVO stands for a revolution in terms of technology, appearance,
load capacity and surface refinement. The wheel will be available from spring 2019 in 18-20 inch sizes.

 

Other highlights such as the new project 3.0 wheel with milled spoke contour can also be admired.

 

 

 

Contact:

Barracuda Wheels

Herr Jochen Schweiker

Hauptstr. 26

72141 Walddorfhäslach

Germany

Fon: +497127960840

Fax: +4971279608420

E-Mail: info@jms-fahrzeugteile.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6B10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

P61 collection

The Performance61 team presents its new P61 collection.

 

Contact:

Performance 61

Herr A. Sarap

Kolpingstr. 16/22

88416 Ochsenhausen

Germany

Fon: +4973529298622

E-Mail: j.brenner@performance61.de
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2019-09-29

Hall: 3 Booth: 3B25

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

From the scene for the scene: Track & Safety Days - The Calender

2020 will be a refined vintage: Track & Safety Days - The Calender went into the second round this year and
the participants of Track & Safety - The Trainings determined the look. The twelve monthly sheets will be
decorated with a private tuning car. Each participant of a TSD tour stop in 2019 took part in a photo shooting
with his vehicle.

 

Two of a total of twelve pieces of jewellery will be presented live in Hall 3 and all visitors can obtain one of the
refined calendars free of charge exclusively on site in Essen.

 

Contact:

Track & Safety Days

Herr Daniel Exner-Hoffmann

Trotzenburg

58540 Meinerzhagen

Germany

Fon: +49 2354 918218

E-Mail: dh@p-ad.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6D39

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

6-piston steel system for BMW M4 und BMW M2 plus Upgrade-Kit Live-Montage

Visitors get be inspired by the 6-piston 396 x 36 millimetre steel system for the front axle and the 4-piston 380
x 32 millimetre steel system for the rear axle for the BMW M4 and M2. And even more: a live montage of the
coveted upgrade kits for the Audi RS3, TTRS and Seat Leon Cupra will be shown.

 

 

 

Contact:

MOVIT GmbH

Herr Robin Bach

Auf der Heide 7

65553 Limburg an der Lahn

Germany

Fon: 06431948380

E-Mail: info@movitbrakes.com
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2019-10-21

Hall: 6 Booth: 6B11

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Eight new high performance intercoolers

This year Wagner Tuning presents you for the following vehicles the upcoming or latest high performance
intercoolers:

- Ford Fiesta MK8

- Renault Megan 4RS

- VW Polo AW Gti 2.0 TSI

- Ford Ranger 3,2TDCI

- VW Amarok 3,0Tdi

- Audi RS6 C6

- BMW M135i F20 [ WAGNER IC Version EVO3 ]

- BMW X5 E70 / E15

 

Contact:

Wagner Tuning GmbH & Co. KG

Herr Ben Naumann

Mittelbreite 11-13

06861 Dessau-Roßlau

Germany

Fon: +493490159700

E-Mail: ben@wagner-tuning.de
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2019-11-23

Hall: 3 Booth: 3A33

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

The most powerful Toyota Supra MK5 close to 800 hp

In cooperation with the tuning forge "Dreihundert" from Dresden, TurboZentrum presents the world's strongest
road-legal Toyota Supra MK5, a yellow beast with endless power.

 

Without further tuning, the fifth generation of the Toyota Supra (A90) delivers 340 hp. However, the fact that
the in-line six-cylinder from BMW installed in the new Supra is capable of much more is impressively
demonstrated by the Dresden tuning company "Dreihundert" at the TurboZentrum booth: In its current
configuration, the car has almost 800 hp and 900 Nm.

 

A yellow beast

781: This is the number of horses galloping under the hood of the yellow beast on the test stand according to
the measurement. The tuners achieved the increase in performance through numerous modifications to the
engine. The centerpiece of the performance increase is a BorgWarner EFR 8474 turbocharger with aluminum
basic unit, internal wastegate and electronic boost pressure control. The compression ratio was reduced to
10.4:1 by piston machining and the cylinder head was also revised.

 

Of course, extensive modifications were also made to the powertrain. The crank drive of the Toyota was
precision-balanced, the oil gallery of the crankshaft modified. In the area of the exhaust casing, stainless steel
manifold and downpipe, the tuner relies on effective thermal insulation. Other modifications include more
stable H-shaft connecting rods, an Aquamist water-methanol injection system and a KW V3 coilover
suspension. Additionally, a PureBoost software was implemented.

 

Contact:

TurboZentrum GmbH

Herr René Berger

Semmelweisstr. 56-64

12524 Berlin

Germany

Fon: +4930991949994

Fax: +4930991949998

E-Mail: r.berger@turbozentrum.de
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2019-11-21

Hall: 6 Booth: 6A18

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Latest version of the Dynamometer VT-2 EVO 2 Mobile version

A post-expo unit of the latest model of the VT-2 EVO 2 dynamometer in the mobile version: Thanks to the use
of additional rollers, the measurement is available for vehicles with a wheelbase of 340 to 2200 millimetre,
which also gives the ability to use it for an ATV measurement.

 

When using the inertial mode for cars, the small rollers act as an additional rotating mass, effectively
increasing the moment of inertia. Thanks to this application, cars with high power get a longer and more
readable measurement chart.

 The set includes ramps, vibro-isolators and wheels, a rack and a laptop.

 

Don't forget that together with V-tech dyno the company also provides training and after-sales support. What's
more, the dyno is covered with full two-years warranty and can be upgraded later to the load version - in this
case, the small dynamometer rollers are replaced by an eddy-current brake and later even to a 4x4 version.

 

Price: 18730€ net. Ready to collect right after the show on December 9.

 

 

 

Contact:

V-Tech Performance Martin Dorau

Herr Martin Dorau

Gewerbepark 42

52388 Nörvenich

Germany

Fon: +4924269460924

E-Mail: info@vtech-performance.de
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2019-11-28

Hall: 6 Booth: 6C31

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

New car care products of the finest quality

Sonax, the leading car care specialist, is putting the spotlight on the new products for the coming season for
the first time. Visitors will be able to view numerous innovations. And this already a few days before the official
market launch.

 

One interesting innovation that will be presented for the first time at the Sonax stand is the new "Sonax Xtreme
Polster & Alcantara Stain Remover Ultra Strong". The highly effective problem solver makes annoying soiling
of car seats and interior textiles a short process - with a particularly powerful yet gentle effect. The very
economical stain remover is particularly suitable for removing stains on sensitive Alcantara surfaces.

 

For leather: "Sonax Xtreme Leather Care Milk"

Sonax Xtreme Leather Care Milk" continues to be a new addition to the development of Sonax car care
professionals. This innovation in the high-performance Xtreme care series from the car care specialist, which
is based on natural active ingredients, cleans, cares for and protects all smooth genuine and imitation leather
covers in cars and households with "Matteffect".

 

For plastics inside and out: "Sonax Xtreme Plastic Detailer"

Another highlight at the booth is the new "Sonax Xtreme Plastic Detailer", which expands the high-
performance "Xtreme" care series in 2020. The new, highly effective innovation was specially designed by
Sonax developers for the care and maintenance of unpainted plastics. The rich care emulsion is suitable for all
plastic surfaces in the car interior, on the outside of the vehicle and in the engine compartment.

 

Contact:

SONAX GmbH

Frau Beate Heinemann

Münchener Str. 75

86633 Neuburg

Germany

Fon: +49843153219

Fax: 0843153367

E-Mail: beate.heinemann@sonax.de
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Hall: GA Booth: GA42

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

K2 Auron - Leather clean and care set

Zentimex presents K2 Auron - leather clean and care set.

 

Contact:

zentimex

Herr Peter Laxy

Max-Planck-Ring 23b

40764 Langenfeld

Germany

Fon: +4921733288944

Fax: 032121193854

E-Mail: info@zentimex.de
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2018-11-08

Hall: 3 Booth: 3B37

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Bremotion celebrates premiere at the Essen Motor Show

The tuning and motorsport specialist Bremotion is exhibiting for the first time with its own stand at the
Essen Motor Show. The Frankfurt company will present a Mercedes-AMG GT4 racing car and thus give
an initial preview of the 2019 season.

 

It is planned to use one to two Mercedes-AMG GT4 in the new ADAC GT4 Germany. The ADAC GT4
Germany will take place on six race weekends as part of the popular ADAC GT-Masters and promises
gripping motorsport. The choice of the AMG racing car is no accident. Bremotion has been a BRABUS Gold
Partner since 2015 and refines road vehicles from Mercedes-Benz and AMG at the highest level.

 

The near-series GT4 racing car, which is based on the Mercedes-AMG GT R, remains unchanged and already
has an extremely high racetrack performance in its series version. The Mercedes-AMG GT4 is powered by a
4.0-litre V8 engine with biturbocharging, which delivers up to 375 kW (510 hp) and over 600 Nm of torque,
depending on the regulations. In addition to the ADAC GT4 Germany, the car can also be used in the VLN
Endurance Championship, the ADAC 24-Hour Race at the Nürburgring, the DMV-GTC or in international GT4
series.

 

Bremotion is actively supported by Senkpiel Car & Driver, the expert for successful driver management, and
GT3 young talent Marek Böckmann, who is available as driver coach. The logistics part is handled by
the Maintaler Group, the specialist for time-sensitive and handling-sensitive transports.

 

Contact:

Bremotion Sport Marketing GmbH

Herr Patrick Brenndörfer

Am Seedamm 23

60486 Frankfurt

Germany

Fon: 06978904145

E-Mail: info@bremotion.de
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2018-10-24

Hall: 8 Booth: 8B10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Product portfolio from exhaust accessories to universal parts

At Friedrich Motorsport, the trade fair visitors will find sports rear silencers, complete systems, sports
tailpipes, exhaust manifolds, downpipes, universal parts and exhaust accessories from our own production
facilities. High quality "Made in Germany".

 

Most products come with EC approval or parts certificate.

 

https://shop.friedrich-motorsport.de/

 

STREETBEAST - Exhaust systems can be controlled via driving mode selection and mobile app. Changing
the mode opens the exhaust gas valves in the petrol models and the diesel generators activate the sound
generators.

 

gasoline

 

l Exhaust silencer systems with flap control

l registration free with EC-type-approval

l Control via the driving mode selection or via mobile app

l Integration of the control module in the CAN-BUS

l optimal exhaust gas flow with open and closed flap

diesel

 

l Exhaust silencer systems with sound generator

l registration free with EC-type-approval

l Integration of the control module in the CAN-BUS

l Control via mobile app (can also be switched to driving mode selection)

l Sound characteristics and volume can be changed via the app

l storable up to six profiles

https://www.streetbeastexhaust.de/



 

 

 

Contact:

Friedrich Motorsport

Herr Norbert Bergmann

Bamberger Str.129

96215 Lichtenfels

Germany

Fon: 09571/94990

Fax: 09571/949918

E-Mail: fms-bergmann@t-online.de
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2019-11-28

Hall: 3 Booth: 3B37

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Tuning for your Suspension: ST suspensions initiate Customizing Program for its products

The ESSEN MOTOR SHOW 2019 marks the start of the new ST Customizing Program. In the future, the KW
automotive brand ST suspensions will offer an extensive tuning and customizing program for its high-quality
aftermarket suspension kits.

 

Since the end of November 2019 all mainsprings of the ST Coilover suspensions and ST height adjustable
spring kits can be ordered with an individual color coating and lettering for a small extra service fee. Besides
the possibility to order the springs in one of numerous different colors, ST suspensions also introduces
optional spring packages for selected ST XTA Coilover suspensions, which differ in their spring rate and also
the suspension travel length. In the future, the ST suspensions Customizing Program will be extended by
further components.

 

ST suspensions have revolutionized the automotive specialist aftermarket for many vehicles with its modular
ST-AZX and ST-DZX spacer disc systems. Thanks to the multi-hole circle layout and wheel hub adapters,
nothing stands in the way of choosing the ideal wheel spacer in combination with rim accessory. ST
suspensions now offers tested complete wheel spacer sets for use with series-production wheels from the
respective car manufacturers. With these so-called "Easy Fit" complete sets, all components are tested in
conjunction with the standard rims, including the tire dimensions approved by the car manufacturer.

 

Further information at www.st-suspensions.net

 

Contact:

ST Suspensions, eine Marke der KW automotive GmbH

Herr Christian Schmidt

Aspachweg 14

74427 Fichtenberg

Germany

Fon: +4979719630-547

Fax: +4979719630191

E-Mail: Christian.Schmidt@kwautomotive.de
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2018-09-25

Hall: 4 Booth: 4B12

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Coloured smoke tyres

The proReifen.com GmbH presents coloured smoke tyres in blue/violett, red/pink and yellow in different sizes
for show events.

If you do "burn-out" they smoke in one of the coloures.

 

More information: https://www.proreifen.com/index.php?list=72

 

Contact:

proReifen.com GmbH

Frau Mona Hinghaus

Drosselweg 23

49201 Dissen

Germany

Fon: +4954219319990

E-Mail: info@proreifen.com
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2018-11-11

Hall: 7 Booth: 7D23

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

New wheels design: presentation on the 30. November

On 30. November Barracuda Whelels presents its new rim design. The presentation of the new spectacular
rim design takes place at 4 p.m..Tzunamee EVO stands for a revolution in terms of technology, appearance,
load capacity and surface refinement. The wheel will be available from spring 2019 in 18-20 inch sizes.

 

Other highlights such as the new project 3.0 wheel with milled spoke contour can also be admired.

 

 

 

Contact:

Barracuda Wheels

Herr Jochen Schweiker

Hauptstr. 26

72141 Walddorfhäslach

Germany

Fon: +497127960840

Fax: +4971279608420

E-Mail: info@jms-fahrzeugteile.de
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2018-11-29

Hall: 6 Booth: 6D39

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

6-piston steel system for BMW M4 und BMW M2 plus Upgrade-Kit Live-Montage

Visitors get be inspired by the 6-piston 396 x 36 millimetre steel system for the front axle and the 4-piston 380
x 32 millimetre steel system for the rear axle for the BMW M4 and M2. And even more: a live montage of the
coveted upgrade kits for the Audi RS3, TTRS and Seat Leon Cupra will be shown.

 

 

 

Contact:

MOVIT GmbH

Herr Robin Bach

Auf der Heide 7

65553 Limburg an der Lahn

Germany

Fon: 06431948380

E-Mail: info@movitbrakes.com
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Hall: GA Booth: GA42

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

K2 Auron - Leather clean and care set

Zentimex presents K2 Auron - leather clean and care set.

 

Contact:

zentimex

Herr Peter Laxy

Max-Planck-Ring 23b

40764 Langenfeld

Germany

Fon: +4921733288944

Fax: 032121193854

E-Mail: info@zentimex.de
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2018-11-08

Hall: 3 Booth: 3B37

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Bremotion celebrates premiere at the Essen Motor Show

The tuning and motorsport specialist Bremotion is exhibiting for the first time with its own stand at the
Essen Motor Show. The Frankfurt company will present a Mercedes-AMG GT4 racing car and thus give
an initial preview of the 2019 season.

 

It is planned to use one to two Mercedes-AMG GT4 in the new ADAC GT4 Germany. The ADAC GT4
Germany will take place on six race weekends as part of the popular ADAC GT-Masters and promises
gripping motorsport. The choice of the AMG racing car is no accident. Bremotion has been a BRABUS Gold
Partner since 2015 and refines road vehicles from Mercedes-Benz and AMG at the highest level.

 

The near-series GT4 racing car, which is based on the Mercedes-AMG GT R, remains unchanged and already
has an extremely high racetrack performance in its series version. The Mercedes-AMG GT4 is powered by a
4.0-litre V8 engine with biturbocharging, which delivers up to 375 kW (510 hp) and over 600 Nm of torque,
depending on the regulations. In addition to the ADAC GT4 Germany, the car can also be used in the VLN
Endurance Championship, the ADAC 24-Hour Race at the Nürburgring, the DMV-GTC or in international GT4
series.

 

Bremotion is actively supported by Senkpiel Car & Driver, the expert for successful driver management, and
GT3 young talent Marek Böckmann, who is available as driver coach. The logistics part is handled by
the Maintaler Group, the specialist for time-sensitive and handling-sensitive transports.

 

Contact:

Bremotion Sport Marketing GmbH

Herr Patrick Brenndörfer

Am Seedamm 23

60486 Frankfurt

Germany

Fon: 06978904145

E-Mail: info@bremotion.de
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Hall: 8 Booth: 8B10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Product portfolio from exhaust accessories to universal parts

At Friedrich Motorsport, the trade fair visitors will find sports rear silencers, complete systems, sports
tailpipes, exhaust manifolds, downpipes, universal parts and exhaust accessories from our own production
facilities. High quality "Made in Germany".

 

Most products come with EC approval or parts certificate.

 

https://shop.friedrich-motorsport.de/

 

STREETBEAST - Exhaust systems can be controlled via driving mode selection and mobile app. Changing
the mode opens the exhaust gas valves in the petrol models and the diesel generators activate the sound
generators.

 

gasoline

 

l Exhaust silencer systems with flap control

l registration free with EC-type-approval

l Control via the driving mode selection or via mobile app

l Integration of the control module in the CAN-BUS

l optimal exhaust gas flow with open and closed flap

diesel

 

l Exhaust silencer systems with sound generator

l registration free with EC-type-approval

l Integration of the control module in the CAN-BUS

l Control via mobile app (can also be switched to driving mode selection)

l Sound characteristics and volume can be changed via the app

l storable up to six profiles

https://www.streetbeastexhaust.de/



 

 

 

Contact:

Friedrich Motorsport

Herr Norbert Bergmann

Bamberger Str.129

96215 Lichtenfels

Germany

Fon: 09571/94990

Fax: 09571/949918

E-Mail: fms-bergmann@t-online.de
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Hall: 4 Booth: 4B12

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Coloured smoke tyres

The proReifen.com GmbH presents coloured smoke tyres in blue/violett, red/pink and yellow in different sizes
for show events.

If you do "burn-out" they smoke in one of the coloures.

 

More information: https://www.proreifen.com/index.php?list=72

 

Contact:

proReifen.com GmbH

Frau Mona Hinghaus

Drosselweg 23

49201 Dissen

Germany

Fon: +4954219319990

E-Mail: info@proreifen.com
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Hall: 7 Booth: 7A10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

H&R Height Adjustable Spring Sets: The sportiest suspension solution - also for automobiles with adaptive
dampers

Innovative components such as the H&R height adjustable springs were already developed by the Sauerland
suspension specialists at the end of the 1990s. With a current range of more than 150 applications, the focus
is on vehicles which are originally equipped with adaptive suspension or damping force adjustable shocks.

The clou: Thanks to the reasoned adjustment mechanism, the H&R engineers make it possible to continuously
lower the vehicle's centre of gravity by approximately 30 to 50 millimetres (contingent upon the vehicle),
depending on the desired residual spring travel, even though the standard shock absorbers are retained. This
not only ensures a particularly sporty vehicle appearance but also a significant increase in driving dynamics.

The H&R professionals of course carefully match the height adjustable spring systems to the respective
original shocks and their individual characteristics. For this reason, neither an adaptation of the control
electronics nor the technically questionable discontinuation of these is necessary, which needs to be done
when installing conventional coil over suspensions. With the H&R height adjustable springs the active
standard suspension remains fully functional.

From a technical point of view, the lowering of the vehicle's centre of gravity in combination with the spring
characteristics finely tuned in best H&R manner reduces the roll tendency and specifies the turning behaviour
more precisely. Visually, H&R height adjustable springs provide a much more sporty vehicle look with wheels
that are positioned harmoniously in the mudguards.

H&R height adjustable springs are available for many vehicles, including approvals, for example:

Audi: A3 / A4 / S4 / A5 / S5 / A6 /A7 / RS4 / RS5 / R8 / Q5 / SQ5 

BMW: M2 / M3 / M4 / M5 / X6M / 5 Series (F10+F11) / 6 S

 

Contact:

H&R Spezialfedern GmbH & Co. KG

Herr Hartwig von der Brake

Elsper Str. 36

57368 Lennestadt

Germany

Fon: +49272192600

Fax: +49272110708

E-Mail: info@h-r.com
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Hall: 7 Booth: 7B10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

BORBET LX

A wheel, which fulfills this standard to perfection, is the new design LX. This wheel combines the weight
reducing machining process UnderCut with different surface technologies such as the innovative ExaPlus-
technology: “anodic dipping (ATL)”, which is just one of the wide range from the BORBET portfolio. Due to
this, theoretically around 500 colour and surface combinations on the design LX are possible. Borbet is able to
offer its retailers diverse wheel finishing options, and possibilities, even in small quantities. 

Therefore, the Borbet LX secures its role, as a public magnet at the BORBET booth. The “Sporty” wheel will
be available for the spring season 2019 in 8.0 and 8.5 x 19 inch. The BORBET range includes the colour
versions „black glossy rim red“, „black matt spoke rim blue polished“, „black matt spoke rim polished“,
„graphite spoke rim polished“ and „graphite spoke rim red polished“. These five from 500 variations are in the
Borbet standard program.
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2018-11-24

Hall: 6 Booth: 6B11

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Golf 7 GTI Clubsport Sportcup Edition No. 002

Performance 61 presents a spectacular complete conversion based on the Golf 7 GTIClubsport.

From the engine to the bodywork and Bobykit everything was turned on the left - the result is a performant
track tool that can also be used for everyday life on the street.

 

Contact:

Performance 61

Herr Max Flinspach

Kolpingstr. 16

88416 Ochsenhausen

Germany

Fon: 073529298622

Fax: 073529496096

E-Mail: m.flinspach@performance61.de
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Hall: 8 Booth: 8C12, Hall: 8 Booth: 8B22

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

MUSWAY – Music Is The Way: Technology for sound enthusiasts

The slogan “TECHNIK FÜR KLANGBEGEISTERTE” (literally: “technology for sound enthusiast”) is program
at MUSWAY. This becomes particularly clear when taking a closer look at the high-end hi-fi components of the
power amplifiers: Highly efficient Class D technology is used, and each channel pair can also be switched to
mono, which makes it particularly easy to connect subwoofers. Even more important as function, however, is
the sound: in countless listening sessions, the individual components have been fine-tuned so that even the
most critical listeners get their money’s worth.

 

High functionality combined with the highest sound quality: It does not matter whether simple factory speakers
are beefed up acoustically, or whether everything is retrieved from retrofitted, higher-quality speakers with the
countless control options. In the latter case, the result is of course much better. Thanks to DSP, virtually any
corrections can be clearly arranged. Whether frequency correction, Q-factor, time allignment, phase shift or
extensive switch configurations, the sonic non plus ultra becomes possible in the first place.

 

For the audiophile and masterful-sounding DSP amplifiers, the matching game partners are now also available
in the form of perfectly tuned speakers and innovatively designed subwoofer systems. Thanks to the extensive
range of powerful and optimally tuned sound transducers, nothing stands in the way for a complete MUSWAY
sound system in your vehicle. The passionate inventors from the MUSWAY sound lab showed the same
dedication and meticulousness that was celebrated during the development of the DSP amplifiers. When
designing the sophisticated loudspeakers and subwoofer systems, only the finest components and innovative
materials are used, which more than just pays off in the balanced and outstanding sound performance, as well
as in the power delivery and longevity.

 

Contact:

Audio Design GmbH

Frau Annette Hartung-Perlwitz

Am Breilingsweg 3

76709 Kronau

Germany

Fon: 07253946515

Fax: 07253946510

E-Mail: annette@perlwitz.com
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Hall: 3 Booth: 3A41

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

TECHART TECHTRONIC: power kit for E-Hybrid Models

The TECHART TECHTRONIC power kit for the Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid: It increases the standard system
performance from 680 hp to 770 hp. The system torque increases from maximum 850 Nm to powerful 980
Nm. 0-100 km / h: 3.2 seconds. Top speed: 316km / h.

 

Contact:

TechArt Automobildesign GmbH

Herr Maximilian Balázs

Röntgenstr. 47

71229 Leonberg

Germany

Fon: +4971529339707

Fax: +497152933933

E-Mail: m.balazs@techart.de
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Hall: 8 Booth: 8B22, Hall: 8 Booth: 8B34, Hall: 8 Booth: 8A22, Hall: 8 Booth: 8A37, Hall: 8 Booth: 8B40, Hall: 8
Booth: 8A34

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

High End Car Audio Products recapture the market

Costumer’s requirements in terms of in-car audio and entertainment’s quality and functionality are no longer
addressed solely to the car manufacturer. Individual expectations on sound, connectivity and user friendliness
of automotive infotainment are rising with the hours that consumers spend in their car. Today’s automobile
customers wish to travel as pleasant, entertaining and as audiophile as possible. The industry is reacting to
this trend with new custom fit technologies and an extended range of high-end car audio products.

 

In the new Hall 8, the CarMediaWorld will once again create an attractive platform for the hot topic of Car Hifi
and infotainment. Leading brands such as Audio System, ESX, Gladen, Dynavin, JVC Kenwood, HiFonics, JL
Audio, Musway, Pioneer and Rockford Fosgate make high fidelity, automobile connectivity and digitalization a
thrilling experience. They perfectly complement the exhibition's horse-powered exhibition program and provide
an opportunity to examine the technology trends and innovations and to experience them in one of the many
show vehicles.

 

Sound Tuning goes digital

With audiophile sound, ultimate entertainment and up-to-date information, driving turns into an exciting
experience - no matter which generation the car belongs to. Even proven vehicle models can be equipped
flawlessly and budget-friendly with latest sound and infotainment innovations.

 

Contact:

CarMediaWorld

Frau Annette Hartung-Perlwitz

Oberer Markt 7

95469 Speichersdorf

Germany

Fon: +491702409078

Fax: +4991814899140

E-Mail: press@emmanet.com
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Hall: GA Booth: GA76

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Licence plate holder made of aluminium AluFixx

Sometimes innovation simply lies in the detail: The MEDES Aluminium Manufaktur from Sprockhövel have
once again decisively modified their ALUFIXX®Car licence plate holder. The product was equipped with a
special fastening technology. Result: The new generation ALUFIXX®Car now fits every vehicle - even in
problematic fastening environments (niches or beads in bumpers or bodywork).

 

License plate mounting with ALUFIXX®Car has become even easier:

 

l  Screw the brackets to the specified fixing points

l  Place the label in the grooves of the brackets from the front.

l  Tighten the clamping screws.

The number plate is clamped and additionally stabilized in the same way as a vice, thanks to the
predetermined buckling points in the holders.

 

l Theft is made more difficult, loss and vibration prevented.

l One-time purchase the carrier system can be repeated over and over again can also be used.

Incidentally, the frameless license plate holder made of high-quality, corrosion- and weather-resistant
aluminium impresses with its perfect appearance and simple elegance. The licence plate seems to float. No
clumsy plastic edges of conventional systems interfere with the lines of the body. ALUFIXX®Car is particularly
suitable for youngtimers and classic cars due to its design and optical properties.

 

The anodized license plate holder is available in silver aluminium or matt black, as well as in high-gloss
polished and paintable versions.

Finally, ALUFIXX®Car also offers the possibility of discreet individualisation. Motif carriers (for logos, lettering,
names) can be fixed behind the number plate without disturbing it.

 

Contact:

MEDES Aluminium-Manufktur

Herr Laszlo Szabo

Mittelstraße 52p

45549 Sprockhövel

Germany



Fon: +491716916195

Fax: +492339120667

E-Mail: info@medes.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6F15

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

World´s first fully modular linked dynamometer

Modular dynamometer (Vtech Dyno EVO) means that there is no need to buy 4wd dyno at once. You can
have front module, without electromagnetic brakes, and buy brakes, 4wd extension and additional sensors
later. Thanks to fully modular design everything is expandable. 

 

The VT2/VT4 modular chassis dynamometer series have been present on the European market for more than
a decade. The first rolling road was created and installed in 1999 and since the very beginning they featured
an exceptional accuracy of measurement and reliability. During the following years the chassis dynos (rolling
roads) have been constantly developed and improved by the R&D department, significantly widening the
product range. Today variants of V-Tech Performance`s dynamometers include modular one axle
dynamometer and 4wd chassis dynamometer for 4x4 vehicles. Multiple models, configurations and options of
chassis dynamometer product line are available (main one axle modul is always in stock) for sale.

The dynamometers are available in both inertial and braked versions. Additionally in the 4x4 version V-Tech
use a novelty system of mechanical synchronisation of front and rear axles, which gives the possibility for
measuring the most modern cars, equipped with active traction control systems. Supplementary to the wide
offer are dynamometers for motorcycles and quads.

 

Contact:

V-Tech Performance

Herr Martin Dorau

Gewerbepark 42

52388 Nörvenich

Germany

Fon: +4924269460926

E-Mail: info@vtech-performance.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6A45

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

World premiere of DOTZ project car and new designs

ALCAR, with its top brands AEZ & DOTZ presents its top 2019 wheel innovations. With the new designs, the
rim manufacturer is closing gaps in its already very extensive program. In addition, the project vehicle DOTZ
DD2.JZ celebrates its world premiere in the Ruhr area.

 

Contact:

ALCAR Wheels GmbH

Herr Hieronymus Tupay

Leobersdorfer Straße 24

2552 Hirtenberg

Austria

Fon: 0043 2256 801528

Fax: 0043 2256 801-525

E-Mail: h.tupay@alcar-wheels.com
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6E45

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Car care innovations

The future of car care has long since begun at SONAX - trade visitors and the public can once again see for
themselves. For the first time, the car care specialist from Neuburg presents innovations such as the "SONAX
XTREME Interior Detailer" and the new "SONAX XTREME Ceramic Paint Protect" with nine months of paint
protection.

 

Contact:

SONAX GmbH

Frau Beate Heinemann

Münchener Str. 75

86633 Neuburg

Germany

Fon: +49843153219

Fax: +49843153367

E-Mail: info@sonax.de
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Hall: 3 Booth: 3A41

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

CUPRA Ateca ABT with 350 HP debuts

The CUPRA Ateca is the first own model of the new SEAT brand. ABT Sportsline accompanied the
development of the sporty SUV and presents the CUPRA Ateca ABT for the first time.

 

The SUV already delivers 300 HP (221 kW) and 400 Nm ex works. The sprint from 0 to 100 km/h takes only
5.2 seconds and the top speed is 245 km/h. Following the ABT POWER upgrade, 350 HP (257 kW) is now
available. The torque also rises to a smooth 440 Nm. The top speed of the CUPRA Ateca ABT is 255 km/h, 10
km/h more than the standard model. The standard sprint from 0 to 100 km/h is shortened by two tenths, so
that the data sheet now contains a smooth 5.0 seconds.

 

Contact:

ABT Sportsline GmbH

Frau Karla Kanz

Johann-Abt-Str. 2

87437 Kempten

Germany

Fon: +49831571400

Fax: +4983172666

E-Mail: info@abt-sportsline.de
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Hall: 3 Booth: 3A41, Hall: 3 Booth: 3A36

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

BRABUS 900 based on Maybach S 650

BRABUS 900 - the ultimate luxury supercar based on the Mercedes-Maybach S 650: 662 kW / 900 hp, 1,500
Nm of torque and a top speed over 350 km/h Sporty-elegant styling, 21-inch hi-tech forged wheels, and
BRABUS radiator grille in hallmark brand design. 

 

True to its brand, the Mercedes-Maybach S 650 represents the absolute pinnacle of automotive construction in
the world. Nonetheless, even this luxury sedan leaves room for individual refinement, which BRABUS realizes
with its best engineers, designers, technicians and artisans in the form of the unique BRABUS900luxury
supercar.

The BRABUS ROCKET9006.3 V12 twin-turbo increased-displacement engine provides the Mercedes-
Maybach S 650 with an enormous rated power output of 662 kW / 900 hp (888 bhp) and a peak torque of
1,500 Nm (1,106 lb-ft). Top speed is in excess of 350 km/h (217 mph). 

To match the extreme performance of the luxury liner, the appearance of the four-seater car receives some
sporty-elegant emphasis with BRABUS aerodynamic-enhancement components, a radiator grille in the
hallmark styling of the luxury brand specifically designed for this model, and BRABUS "PLATINUM EDITION"
forged wheels with diameters of 21 or 22 inches.

Another BRABUS domain is exclusive interior design. The company upholstery shop can fulfil any color
request with regard to the finest leather, Alcantara, precious wood and carbon fibers. The BRABUS interior
designers created particularly exquisite BRABUS “Masterpiece” appointments specifically for the top-of-the-
range model of the S-Class.

 

The Mercedes-Maybach S 650 comes off the factory line with a 12-cylinder twin-turbo engine producing 390
kW / 530 hp (523 bhp) and is thus anything but underpowered.

 

Contact:

BRABUS GmbH

Herr Sven Gramm

Brabus-Allee

46240 Bottrop

Germany

Fon: +492041777444

Fax: +492041777450

E-Mail: info@brabus.com
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Hall: 7 Booth: 7C27

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

New: PedalBox+ with app control

The PedalBox+ is the original accelerator tuning by DTE Systems and is now available with
smartphone app. The pedal tuning improves acceleration by up to ten per cent for all vehicles with
electronic accelerator pedal – no matter if gasoline, diesel, hybrid or electric engines. With the
PedalBox app, the accelerator pedal tuning can be operated, preset and updated via app.

 

In addition to the keypad, the new PedalBox+ can also be controlled with the PedalBox app. The accelerator pedal
tuning can be easily switched on or off with the smartphone. Furthermore, each individual program preset can
be customized and saved in the PedalBox app. Thus, the PedalBox+ always starts with the selected driving
program and individual preferences. The PedalBox app also ensures the most recent software releases thanks
to its remote update services.

 

The new PedalBox+ with app has four driving programs City, Sport, Sport Plus and Series to optimize the
throttle response. All preset programs can be fine-tuned with the plus and minus buttons. That means that
there are more than 20 different individual settings available.

 

A special highlight: The PedalBox app can be combined with the PowerControl app for the DTE performance
box PowerControl X to control both tuning systems. With a simple wipe on the smartphone display, the driver
has full control of the individual DTE tuning.

 

Contact:

DTE-SYSTEMS GmbH

Herr Karsten Kamperhoff

Maria-von-Linden-Str. 23

45665 Recklinghausen

Germany

Fon: +492361483906

Fax: +492361483907

E-Mail: info@DTE-Systems.de
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Hall: 3 Booth: 3B43

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

For every demand the perfect suspension

For a while, KW suspensions under the roof of the KW automotive group also offers different coilovers for
electronic cars. For example, KW has developed an adaptive suspension kit with smartphone app control and
hydraulic lift system for the Tesla Model S. KW will show the first Tesla Model 3 with a KW coilover kit Variant
3 that is separately adjustable in rebound and compression damping stage. Besides the electrified compact
model, KW in cooperation with the refiner Novitec also shows a McLaren 720S.

 

The super sports car equipped with aerodynamic components made of light carbon fiber has up to 806 hp and
was lowered with KW suspension springs that are adjustable in height. The spring rate was specially adapted
to the reworked aerodynamics and the increased performance of the 720S. The successful Nordschleife- and
motorsport competence of KW is underpinned by its many years of cooperation with Manthey Racing and in
Essen, the new Porsche 911 GT3 Cup MR (991.2) will even be presented. Manthey combines for this racing
car the best of the Porsche Model 911 GT3 R and 911 GT3 Cup and equips the bolide, that was developed for
customer motor sport, with KW suspension technology.

 

Introduction of new ST suspensions product group: ST height adjustable coilover springs

At the Essen Motor Show, ST will introduce its new coilover springs. The springs with individual height-
adjustment will be available for numerous vehicle models like the Audi A4, Audi S3, BMW M2, Dodge Charger,
Mercedes-Benz C-Class and VW Golf GTI on December 1st 2018. A continuous lowering in combination with
the standard dampers can be selected due to the installation of the ST coilover springs.

 

Contact:

KW automotive GmbH 

Herr Christian Schmidt

Aspachweg 14

74427 Fichtenberg

Germany

Fon: +4979719630547

Fax: +4979719630191

E-Mail: christian.schmidt@kwautomotive.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6E19

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Hyundai i30 N

For the Korean compact sports car Hyundai i30 N, the accessories specialists from Rieger Tuning have brand
new aerodynamic parts in their program. Thus, a Rieger spoiler sword on the front provides more contact
pressure, a set of side skirts calms the air between the two axles, and the rear apron neck gives the rear view
a sharper, sportier look.

 

All parts for the i30 N inclusive the performance version are of course available with reports (ABE).

 

Contact:

RIEGER Kfz-Kunststoffteile Design und Tuning GmbH

Herr Toni Rieger

Weilbergstr. 16

84307 Eggenfelden

Germany

Fon: +49872196190

Fax: +4987219619719

E-Mail: info@rieger-tuning.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6C45

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

PS spray wax as XMas edition

The same every year - the search for the perfect Christmas present for the loved ones is sometimes difficult
and tedious. But why spend the pre-Christmas time with stressful thoughts around the gift selection, if PS Profi
Care can answer the question of the right men's gift today?

 

The exclusive XMas edition of the popular spray wax awakens the beautiful memories of the time when he
was still dreaming of the driver's license with the toy car under the tree. The wax not only let the big dream car
shine, but also men's eyes. In addition to this, the XMas edition comes up with a special Christmas scent. It is
available for the first time in a limited edition on the PS booth.

 

Contact:

PS Profipflege by K&K Handelsgesellschaft mbH

Frau Nicole Schuster

Gewerbepark-Hardtwald 14

68723 Oftersheim

Germany

Fon: +4962028593221

Fax: +4962028593229

E-Mail: info@ps-profiprodukte.de
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Hall: 8 Booth: 8C22

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Comp. Intercooler Kit Honda Civic Type R FK8

The Wagner Tuning high-performance intercooler has got a new competition core (Tube Fin) with the
dimensions 670 x 183,4 x 125 millimetre (15.4 liters)/ 26,38 x 7,22I x 4,92 Inch (939,76 Inch³), which was
developed especially for the requirements of the Honda Civic Type R FK8. This high-performance core offers
an 23 percent larger frontal surface and 140 percent more core volume compared to the stock intercooler.

 

The aluminum cast endtanks were designed in CAD and optimized in CFD simulations (for an ideal internal
airflow). An incorporated air baffle inside the intercooler inlet ensures a uniform filling of the intercooler. The
result is an excellent cooling property with a minimal back pressure. The newly developed competition high-
performance core is very light and provides the adjoining components (for example the watercooler) enough
air flow by using a specially prepared air baffle. That is why this kit is perfect for racing use. An optimal cooling
effect of the charged air with a significant increase in performance.

 

An anti-corrosion powder coating with perfect heat-conducting properties protects the Wagner Tuning
intercooler from all environmental influences, so a lasting and optimal cooling effect can be guaranteed. The
installation is done by replacing the original intercooler and is easy to perform (plug and play). 

 

Inlet diameter: 65 millimetre / 2,56 Inch; outlet diameter 70 millimetre / 2,75 Inch

 

Dimensions stock intercooler:

V = 6,4 L / 239,55Inch³

A = 6403200 mm²/ 9 925 Inch²

 

Dimensions WAGNERTUNING intercooler:

V = 15,4 L / 939,76Inch³

A = 15359750 mm²/ 23 808 Inch²

 

kit comes with:

1 intercooler

1 air baffle

2 silicone hoses (black)

1 mounting material



1 installation instruction

 

Contact:

Wagner Tuning

Herr Ben Naumann

Mittelbreite 11-13

06861 Dessau-Roßlau

Germany

Fon: +493490159700

E-Mail: info@wagner-tuning.de
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2019-11-23

Hall: 7 Booth: 7A29

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Attractive wheels

DIEWE WHEELS can offer you as official B2B distributor of GMP ITALIA and EtaBeta a wide selection of
attractive wheels for your car. The portfolio contains a variety of high quality alloy wheels for any kind of
purpose; the company can provide solutions, even for newly developed models.

 

l Audi E-Tron (GE), Q8 (4M) - DIEWE Trina 20 Inch

l BMW 1´er (F40) - DIEWE Matto 17 Inch

l BMW 3´er (G20) inkl. M3, M4 DIEWE Alito, Chinque, Trina 17, 18, 19 Inch

l BMW 5´er (G30) DIEWE Alito 17 Inch

l BMW X3 M Competition DIEWE Avio 20 Inch

l BMW X5 (G05) DIEWE Alito 20 Inch

l BMW Z4 (G29) 2019- - DIEWE Alito, Chinque 17 Inch

l Ford Focus Active - DIEWE Trina 17, 18 Inch

l Mercedes-Benz A-Klasse (W177) - DIEWE Matto 18 Inch

l Mercedes-Benz B-Klasse (W247) - DIEWE Matto 18 Inch

l Mercedes-Benz CLA (W118) - DIEWE Matto 18 Inch

l Mercedes-Benz GLE Coupé (V167) - DIEWE Impatto 19 Inch

l Mercedes-Benz GLE SUV (V167) - DIEWE Impatto 19 Inch

l Mercedes-Benz GLE SUV (V167) - DIEWE Trina 20 Inch

l Porsche Cayenne (9YA) inkl. Turbo - DIEWE Trina 21 Inch

l Range Rover Evoque (LZ) - DIEWE Trina 18 Inch

l Skoda Kamiq - DIEWE Chinque 16 Inch

l Suzuki Jimny (GJ) - DIEWE Bosco 15 Inch

l Suzuki Swift Sport (AZ) - DIEWE Matto 16 Inch

l Tesla Model 3 - DIEWE Trina 18, 19, 20 Inch

l Toyota ProAce, Citroen Jumpy, Peugeot Expert - DIEWE Matto 17 Inch

l VW T-Roc (A1) - DIEWE Inverno 16 Inch

Contact:



DIEWE-WHEELS GmbH

Frau Sandra Robinson

Industriestr. 21

86438 Kissing

Germany

Fon: +4982332118900

Fax: +4982332118199

E-Mail: srobinson@diewe.de
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Hall: 7 Booth: 7C27

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Tuning with SIRI voice control: customization by command

DTE Systems is the first tuner ever to offer a tuning app with voice control for Apple’s iPhone.

 

Using Siri’s voice control (as of iOS 12), the driver can store the most important voice shortcuts in the tuning
app. The different driving programs can be set or switching on and off using only the voice. The performance
of the real-time values can be also easily displayed on voice command.

 

Contact:

DTE Systems GmbH

Frau Sabrina Pace

Maria-von-Linden-Str. 23

45665 Recklinghausen

Germany

Fon: 023619058528

E-Mail: pace@dte-systems.de
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Hall: 7 Booth: 7A10

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

H&R Height Adjustable Spring Sets: The sportiest suspension solution - also for automobiles with adaptive
dampers

Innovative components such as the H&R height adjustable springs were already developed by the Sauerland
suspension specialists at the end of the 1990s. With a current range of more than 150 applications, the focus
is on vehicles which are originally equipped with adaptive suspension or damping force adjustable shocks.

The clou: Thanks to the reasoned adjustment mechanism, the H&R engineers make it possible to continuously
lower the vehicle's centre of gravity by approximately 30 to 50 millimetres (contingent upon the vehicle),
depending on the desired residual spring travel, even though the standard shock absorbers are retained. This
not only ensures a particularly sporty vehicle appearance but also a significant increase in driving dynamics.

The H&R professionals of course carefully match the height adjustable spring systems to the respective
original shocks and their individual characteristics. For this reason, neither an adaptation of the control
electronics nor the technically questionable discontinuation of these is necessary, which needs to be done
when installing conventional coil over suspensions. With the H&R height adjustable springs the active
standard suspension remains fully functional.

From a technical point of view, the lowering of the vehicle's centre of gravity in combination with the spring
characteristics finely tuned in best H&R manner reduces the roll tendency and specifies the turning behaviour
more precisely. Visually, H&R height adjustable springs provide a much more sporty vehicle look with wheels
that are positioned harmoniously in the mudguards.

H&R height adjustable springs are available for many vehicles, including approvals, for example:

Audi: A3 / A4 / S4 / A5 / S5 / A6 /A7 / RS4 / RS5 / R8 / Q5 / SQ5 

BMW: M2 / M3 / M4 / M5 / X6M / 5 Series (F10+F11) / 6 S

 

Contact:

H&R Spezialfedern GmbH & Co. KG

Herr Hartwig von der Brake

Elsper Str. 36

57368 Lennestadt

Germany

Fon: +49272192600

Fax: +49272110708

E-Mail: info@h-r.com
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BORBET LX

A wheel, which fulfills this standard to perfection, is the new design LX. This wheel combines the weight
reducing machining process UnderCut with different surface technologies such as the innovative ExaPlus-
technology: “anodic dipping (ATL)”, which is just one of the wide range from the BORBET portfolio. Due to
this, theoretically around 500 colour and surface combinations on the design LX are possible. Borbet is able to
offer its retailers diverse wheel finishing options, and possibilities, even in small quantities. 

Therefore, the Borbet LX secures its role, as a public magnet at the BORBET booth. The “Sporty” wheel will
be available for the spring season 2019 in 8.0 and 8.5 x 19 inch. The BORBET range includes the colour
versions „black glossy rim red“, „black matt spoke rim blue polished“, „black matt spoke rim polished“,
„graphite spoke rim polished“ and „graphite spoke rim red polished“. These five from 500 variations are in the
Borbet standard program.
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BORBET B

Borbet will be presenting the relaunch of a beloved Classic.

The BORBET B will be available from Spring 2020 in iconic colours „black rim polished“, “gold rim polished“
und „silver rim polished“. The new Tuning-Icon of the „Sports" category is possible in a 5-hole application in
8,0x17, 8,5x19 und 8,5x20 inch as well as in 7,0x17 inch with a 4-hole application for numerous current und
older vehicles. 

The new Borbet B shows, with its polished rim flange, the multi filigree spokes as well as the interesting light
reflection, how fascinatingly beautiful an individual look can be. The Borbet B awakes the fulminant wheel
feeling of the 80’s and 90’s, perfectly to a new life.

 

Contact:

Borbet Vertriebs GmbH

Frau Andrea Lefarth

Tratmoos 5

85467 Neuching

Germany

Fon: +49812393030

Fax: +4929813014212

E-Mail: andrea.lefarth@borbet.de
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Golf 7 GTI Clubsport Sportcup Edition No. 002

Performance 61 presents a spectacular complete conversion based on the Golf 7 GTIClubsport.

From the engine to the bodywork and Bobykit everything was turned on the left - the result is a performant
track tool that can also be used for everyday life on the street.

 

Contact:

Performance 61

Herr Max Flinspach

Kolpingstr. 16

88416 Ochsenhausen

Germany

Fon: 073529298622

Fax: 073529496096

E-Mail: m.flinspach@performance61.de
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Merchandise of illegalfam.no

The Crank Monkey team offers various merchandise of the well-known illegalfam.no.

 

Contact:

Crank Monkey

Herr Peter Noglik

Kentener Heide 2

50127 Bergheim

Germany

Fon: +4915115940661

E-Mail: p.noglik@crankmonkey.de
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MUSWAY – Music Is The Way: Technology for sound enthusiasts

The slogan “TECHNIK FÜR KLANGBEGEISTERTE” (literally: “technology for sound enthusiast”) is program
at MUSWAY. This becomes particularly clear when taking a closer look at the high-end hi-fi components of the
power amplifiers: Highly efficient Class D technology is used, and each channel pair can also be switched to
mono, which makes it particularly easy to connect subwoofers. Even more important as function, however, is
the sound: in countless listening sessions, the individual components have been fine-tuned so that even the
most critical listeners get their money’s worth.

 

High functionality combined with the highest sound quality: It does not matter whether simple factory speakers
are beefed up acoustically, or whether everything is retrieved from retrofitted, higher-quality speakers with the
countless control options. In the latter case, the result is of course much better. Thanks to DSP, virtually any
corrections can be clearly arranged. Whether frequency correction, Q-factor, time allignment, phase shift or
extensive switch configurations, the sonic non plus ultra becomes possible in the first place.

 

For the audiophile and masterful-sounding DSP amplifiers, the matching game partners are now also available
in the form of perfectly tuned speakers and innovatively designed subwoofer systems. Thanks to the extensive
range of powerful and optimally tuned sound transducers, nothing stands in the way for a complete MUSWAY
sound system in your vehicle. The passionate inventors from the MUSWAY sound lab showed the same
dedication and meticulousness that was celebrated during the development of the DSP amplifiers. When
designing the sophisticated loudspeakers and subwoofer systems, only the finest components and innovative
materials are used, which more than just pays off in the balanced and outstanding sound performance, as well
as in the power delivery and longevity.

 

Contact:

Audio Design GmbH

Frau Annette Hartung-Perlwitz

Am Breilingsweg 3

76709 Kronau

Germany

Fon: 07253946515

Fax: 07253946510

E-Mail: annette@perlwitz.com
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Forged magnesium wheels: maximum stability with minimal weight

The light alloy rim forge mbDESIGN from Gelnhausen in Hessen, Germany, punctuates with an innovative
world premiere: The unique mbDESIGN rims MF1 will be presented in a new and patented Forging technology
made of magnesium. This innovative production technology has numerous advantages: wheels made of the
high-tech material magnesium combine maximum stability with minimal weight.

 

They are up to 30 percent lighter than their conventional aluminum counterparts. For example, the filigree MF1
wheel measuring 8.0 × 19 inches ET45 weighs only a slim 7.2 kilogram - with a load capacity of 600 kilogram.

 

The low weight of the forged magnesium rims leads to a reduction in unsprung masses, which is reflected in a
noticeably improved driving dynamics of the car and a smoother running of the wheels.

 

In addition, fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of the vehicles are reduced, with e-cars, the range
increases. In addition, Forged Magnesium Rims manufacturing technology allows designers maximum design
flexibility.

 

Incidentally, these benefits are not paid for with an exorbitant price: The Forged magnesium rims from
mbDESIGN are offered at a lower price than some aluminum forged wheels: mbDESIGN announces a
purchase price of 680 euros for the MF1 in 8.0 × 19 inches.

 

The MF1 will be available in 7,5x17 ", 7,5x18", 8,0x19 "8,5x19" and 9x19 ", the 20" Varaine is planned for
2020. Of course they also tested the Magensium wheels by mbDESIGN and in 8x19 "even with an ABE.

 

 

 

Contact:

mbDESIGN GmbH & Co. KG

Herr Markus Brandt

Im Steinigen Graben 18

63571 Gelnhausen

Germany

Fon: +49605191500



Fax: 06051915029

E-Mail: m.brandt@mb-design.de
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TECHART TECHTRONIC: power kit for E-Hybrid Models

The TECHART TECHTRONIC power kit for the Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid: It increases the standard system
performance from 680 hp to 770 hp. The system torque increases from maximum 850 Nm to powerful 980
Nm. 0-100 km / h: 3.2 seconds. Top speed: 316km / h.

 

Contact:

TechArt Automobildesign GmbH

Herr Maximilian Balázs

Röntgenstr. 47

71229 Leonberg

Germany

Fon: +4971529339707

Fax: +497152933933

E-Mail: m.balazs@techart.de
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Deep and punchy bass in all sizes: ZEUS ZRX subwoofers from HiFonics

The brandnew ZEUS ZRX subwoofers from HiFonics provide fresh impetus to the market by. The sub
innovations are not only available in the well-known sizes 10 to 15 inches, but also in the moderate sizes of
6.5 and 8 inches.

 

Even at first eye contact, it becomes clear that more serious bass attacks can be expected here. Especially
wide centerings, high-quality dual polycotton spiders with rear ventilation and various pole core holes
guarantee a very high load capacity and compression-free reproduction.

The new-type, ribbed surrounds prevent unwanted roll effects and also allow a very linear cone deflection. The
oscillating voice coils were additionally sewn twice on the bead. With all these ingredients, the ZEUS ZRX
subwoofers not only boast the best impulse response and deep and punchy bass, but they are also particularly
robust.

 

Contact:

Audio Design GmbH

Frau Annette Hartung-Perlwitz

Am Breilingsweg 3

76709 Kronau

Germany

Fon: +491702409078

Fax: +4972539465885

E-Mail: annette@perlwitz.com
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kntrl-Air Suspension

The kntrl-Air Suspension is developed and assembled in Germany. Due to the reasoned construction and the
use of the latest development and production tools a low price was realized.

 

Finally the kntrl-Air Suspension gives you the best value for money in the airride market.

 

Features:

 

l Dampers from Europe from Bilstein and AL-KO

l High quality air springs, optimized to fit the dampers perfectly

l Machined parts are produced from high quality aluminium

l Technically sophisticated sealing

l Modern design

l All kits are incl. §19.3 certification

Contact:

null-bar // Streetec GmbH

Herr Michael & Sven Stutz

Industriestr. 12

64739 Höchst

Germany

Fon: +496163939928

E-Mail: info@streetec.de
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High End Car Audio Products recapture the market

Costumer’s requirements in terms of in-car audio and entertainment’s quality and functionality are no longer
addressed solely to the car manufacturer. Individual expectations on sound, connectivity and user friendliness
of automotive infotainment are rising with the hours that consumers spend in their car. Today’s automobile
customers wish to travel as pleasant, entertaining and as audiophile as possible. The industry is reacting to
this trend with new custom fit technologies and an extended range of high-end car audio products.

 

In the new Hall 8, the CarMediaWorld will once again create an attractive platform for the hot topic of Car Hifi
and infotainment. Leading brands such as Audio System, ESX, Gladen, Dynavin, JVC Kenwood, HiFonics, JL
Audio, Musway, Pioneer and Rockford Fosgate make high fidelity, automobile connectivity and digitalization a
thrilling experience. They perfectly complement the exhibition's horse-powered exhibition program and provide
an opportunity to examine the technology trends and innovations and to experience them in one of the many
show vehicles.

 

Sound Tuning goes digital

With audiophile sound, ultimate entertainment and up-to-date information, driving turns into an exciting
experience - no matter which generation the car belongs to. Even proven vehicle models can be equipped
flawlessly and budget-friendly with latest sound and infotainment innovations.

 

Contact:

CarMediaWorld

Frau Annette Hartung-Perlwitz

Oberer Markt 7

95469 Speichersdorf

Germany

Fon: +491702409078

Fax: +4991814899140

E-Mail: press@emmanet.com
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Licence plate holder made of aluminium AluFixx

Sometimes innovation simply lies in the detail: The MEDES Aluminium Manufaktur from Sprockhövel have
once again decisively modified their ALUFIXX®Car licence plate holder. The product was equipped with a
special fastening technology. Result: The new generation ALUFIXX®Car now fits every vehicle - even in
problematic fastening environments (niches or beads in bumpers or bodywork).

 

License plate mounting with ALUFIXX®Car has become even easier:

 

l  Screw the brackets to the specified fixing points

l  Place the label in the grooves of the brackets from the front.

l  Tighten the clamping screws.

The number plate is clamped and additionally stabilized in the same way as a vice, thanks to the
predetermined buckling points in the holders.

 

l Theft is made more difficult, loss and vibration prevented.

l One-time purchase the carrier system can be repeated over and over again can also be used.

Incidentally, the frameless license plate holder made of high-quality, corrosion- and weather-resistant
aluminium impresses with its perfect appearance and simple elegance. The licence plate seems to float. No
clumsy plastic edges of conventional systems interfere with the lines of the body. ALUFIXX®Car is particularly
suitable for youngtimers and classic cars due to its design and optical properties.

 

The anodized license plate holder is available in silver aluminium or matt black, as well as in high-gloss
polished and paintable versions.

Finally, ALUFIXX®Car also offers the possibility of discreet individualisation. Motif carriers (for logos, lettering,
names) can be fixed behind the number plate without disturbing it.

 

Contact:

MEDES Aluminium-Manufktur

Herr Laszlo Szabo

Mittelstraße 52p

45549 Sprockhövel

Germany



Fon: +491716916195

Fax: +492339120667

E-Mail: info@medes.de
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Tyre Spray: now comes the glittering effect

Your rims are sexy, but your already gray tires are a big turn-off? With the new Tyre Spray from
FOLIATEC®.com the flanks shine not only blacker than ever before, but also get a cool and long-lasting
glittering effect.

 

Spray before every little tour? You don‘t have to. Depending on the weather and the distance covered, the
Tyre Spray will last up to several weeks. The application is really simple: Just apply the Tyre Spray on the
flanks at a distance of about 25 centimetre. done. At once not only your alloy wheels are nice and shiny. Of
course, this styling especially shines out when the car is in motion. What if you suddenly don‘t like it anymore
after a while? No problem: just remove it with water and a brush.

 

Contact:

FOLIATEC Böhm GmbH & Co. Vertriebs KG

Herr Benjamin Sebrantke

Neumeyerstr. 70

90411 Nürnberg

Germany

Fon: +49911975440

Fax: +4991197544344

E-Mail: sebrantke@foliatec.de
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Car wheels

Rueizu produces all kind of wheels: casting wheels, forged wheels (one and multi pieces) and wheels made of
magnesium.

 

Contact:

Rueizu GmbH

Frau Rita Yang

Max-Planck-Str. 3

55743 Idar-Oberstein

Germany

Fon: +491607458627

E-Mail: rita@rueizu.de
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KENWOOD as its best

The company offers multimedia, car radio, dashcam, power amplifiers and speakers for a special price.

 

Contact:

TONITRON

Herr Lutz Degenkolb

Weiherweg 3

72280 Dornstetten

Germany

Fon: +4974438003011

Fax: +49744187226

E-Mail: degenkolb@tonitron.de
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World´s first fully modular linked dynamometer

Modular dynamometer (Vtech Dyno EVO) means that there is no need to buy 4wd dyno at once. You can
have front module, without electromagnetic brakes, and buy brakes, 4wd extension and additional sensors
later. Thanks to fully modular design everything is expandable. 

 

The VT2/VT4 modular chassis dynamometer series have been present on the European market for more than
a decade. The first rolling road was created and installed in 1999 and since the very beginning they featured
an exceptional accuracy of measurement and reliability. During the following years the chassis dynos (rolling
roads) have been constantly developed and improved by the R&D department, significantly widening the
product range. Today variants of V-Tech Performance`s dynamometers include modular one axle
dynamometer and 4wd chassis dynamometer for 4x4 vehicles. Multiple models, configurations and options of
chassis dynamometer product line are available (main one axle modul is always in stock) for sale.

The dynamometers are available in both inertial and braked versions. Additionally in the 4x4 version V-Tech
use a novelty system of mechanical synchronisation of front and rear axles, which gives the possibility for
measuring the most modern cars, equipped with active traction control systems. Supplementary to the wide
offer are dynamometers for motorcycles and quads.

 

Contact:

V-Tech Performance

Herr Martin Dorau

Gewerbepark 42

52388 Nörvenich

Germany

Fon: +4924269460926

E-Mail: info@vtech-performance.de
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World premiere of DOTZ project car and new designs

ALCAR, with its top brands AEZ & DOTZ presents its top 2019 wheel innovations. With the new designs, the
rim manufacturer is closing gaps in its already very extensive program. In addition, the project vehicle DOTZ
DD2.JZ celebrates its world premiere in the Ruhr area.

 

Contact:

ALCAR Wheels GmbH

Herr Hieronymus Tupay

Leobersdorfer Straße 24

2552 Hirtenberg

Austria

Fon: 0043 2256 801528

Fax: 0043 2256 801-525

E-Mail: h.tupay@alcar-wheels.com
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Car care innovations

The future of car care has long since begun at SONAX - trade visitors and the public can once again see for
themselves. For the first time, the car care specialist from Neuburg presents innovations such as the "SONAX
XTREME Interior Detailer" and the new "SONAX XTREME Ceramic Paint Protect" with nine months of paint
protection.

 

Contact:

SONAX GmbH

Frau Beate Heinemann

Münchener Str. 75

86633 Neuburg

Germany

Fon: +49843153219

Fax: +49843153367

E-Mail: info@sonax.de
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DR!FT - Hybrid Gaming

Last year at the EMS 2018 Sturmkind received the German Developer Award in the category Innovation for
the development of its hybrid and the game behind it. Now, two years after the delivery of the first DR!FT-
Racer, the time has come to start a new chapter. DR!FT - Hybrid Gaming combines two worlds - a highly
complex racing simulation and a real racing game system - in a completely new and unique way. So far,
Sturmkind designed the racers itself, but now they have real models. DR!FT-Racers, which not only look, but
also move and sound exactly like the big models in the real world.

 

This year the company officially present the first true to model DR!FT-Racers: the BMW E30 M3 and the
Mercedes 190 EVO II. Both will be available as production cars as well as limited DTM race versions. After the
successful Kickstarter campaign, you can now order the new racers in the online shop
at www.sturmkind-shop.com.

 

As the original M3, the BMW E30 made automotive history. In drifting, the E30 is still a firm fixture today. It has
often been converted to six-cylinder turbo engines, such as the 2jz, or V8 engines - which you can of course
do in the DR!FT game: You can for example increase the performance of your M3 ingame to up to 1,000 turbo-
hp or enjoy it in its original condition.

Wide, deep splitter, giant spoiler and a high-rev four-cylinder. Built only 502 times, the then competitor of the
M3, the Mercedes 190 Evo II, is an absolute rarity today. Too nice to drift? Absolutely not. Even tuning is
allowed - at least virtually in the DR!FT-App.

 

Have a look at the two beauties here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7hG5-E5vmg

 

Contact:

Sturmkind GmbH

Herr Martin Müller

St. Guido-Stiffts-Platz 5

67346 Speyer

Germany

Fon: +496232298410

Fax: +4962322984199

E-Mail: info@sturmkind.com
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CUPRA Ateca ABT with 350 HP debuts

The CUPRA Ateca is the first own model of the new SEAT brand. ABT Sportsline accompanied the
development of the sporty SUV and presents the CUPRA Ateca ABT for the first time.

 

The SUV already delivers 300 HP (221 kW) and 400 Nm ex works. The sprint from 0 to 100 km/h takes only
5.2 seconds and the top speed is 245 km/h. Following the ABT POWER upgrade, 350 HP (257 kW) is now
available. The torque also rises to a smooth 440 Nm. The top speed of the CUPRA Ateca ABT is 255 km/h, 10
km/h more than the standard model. The standard sprint from 0 to 100 km/h is shortened by two tenths, so
that the data sheet now contains a smooth 5.0 seconds.

 

Contact:

ABT Sportsline GmbH

Frau Karla Kanz

Johann-Abt-Str. 2

87437 Kempten

Germany

Fon: +49831571400

Fax: +4983172666

E-Mail: info@abt-sportsline.de
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Wolf Mustang special edition ONE of 7

On the occasion of the 40th anniversary the Wolf Racing Neuenstein company has produced a special edition
of the Mustang GT - limited to only seven pieces.

 

 

 

Contact:

Wolf Racing Neuenstein GmbH & Co. KG

Frau Nina Özcumali

Max-Eyth-Str. 17

74632 Neuenstein

Germany

Fon: +49794294460

Fax: +49794294422

E-Mail: nina.oezcumali@wolf-racing.de
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BRABUS 900 based on Maybach S 650

BRABUS 900 - the ultimate luxury supercar based on the Mercedes-Maybach S 650: 662 kW / 900 hp, 1,500
Nm of torque and a top speed over 350 km/h Sporty-elegant styling, 21-inch hi-tech forged wheels, and
BRABUS radiator grille in hallmark brand design. 

 

True to its brand, the Mercedes-Maybach S 650 represents the absolute pinnacle of automotive construction in
the world. Nonetheless, even this luxury sedan leaves room for individual refinement, which BRABUS realizes
with its best engineers, designers, technicians and artisans in the form of the unique BRABUS900luxury
supercar.

The BRABUS ROCKET9006.3 V12 twin-turbo increased-displacement engine provides the Mercedes-
Maybach S 650 with an enormous rated power output of 662 kW / 900 hp (888 bhp) and a peak torque of
1,500 Nm (1,106 lb-ft). Top speed is in excess of 350 km/h (217 mph). 

To match the extreme performance of the luxury liner, the appearance of the four-seater car receives some
sporty-elegant emphasis with BRABUS aerodynamic-enhancement components, a radiator grille in the
hallmark styling of the luxury brand specifically designed for this model, and BRABUS "PLATINUM EDITION"
forged wheels with diameters of 21 or 22 inches.

Another BRABUS domain is exclusive interior design. The company upholstery shop can fulfil any color
request with regard to the finest leather, Alcantara, precious wood and carbon fibers. The BRABUS interior
designers created particularly exquisite BRABUS “Masterpiece” appointments specifically for the top-of-the-
range model of the S-Class.

 

The Mercedes-Maybach S 650 comes off the factory line with a 12-cylinder twin-turbo engine producing 390
kW / 530 hp (523 bhp) and is thus anything but underpowered.

 

Contact:

BRABUS GmbH

Herr Sven Gramm

Brabus-Allee

46240 Bottrop

Germany

Fon: +492041777444

Fax: +492041777450

E-Mail: info@brabus.com
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The new generation of rims: FlowForged | ZP5.1

Z-Performance presents its brand new FlowForged design ZP5.1 design manufactured with the innovative tilt
cast and flowfrom technology from Germany. The rims with hollow spokes are engineered for VAG cars in 19"
and are available in the color gloss black.

 

Contact:

Z-Performance - S.C. DIZING S.R.L 

Herr Silviu Zaharia

Strada Principala 557

617106 Brusturi-Neamt

Romania

Fon: +40738644338

Fax: +40233789131

E-Mail: info@z-performance.com
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New: PedalBox+ with app control

The PedalBox+ is the original accelerator tuning by DTE Systems and is now available with
smartphone app. The pedal tuning improves acceleration by up to ten per cent for all vehicles with
electronic accelerator pedal – no matter if gasoline, diesel, hybrid or electric engines. With the
PedalBox app, the accelerator pedal tuning can be operated, preset and updated via app.

 

In addition to the keypad, the new PedalBox+ can also be controlled with the PedalBox app. The accelerator pedal
tuning can be easily switched on or off with the smartphone. Furthermore, each individual program preset can
be customized and saved in the PedalBox app. Thus, the PedalBox+ always starts with the selected driving
program and individual preferences. The PedalBox app also ensures the most recent software releases thanks
to its remote update services.

 

The new PedalBox+ with app has four driving programs City, Sport, Sport Plus and Series to optimize the
throttle response. All preset programs can be fine-tuned with the plus and minus buttons. That means that
there are more than 20 different individual settings available.

 

A special highlight: The PedalBox app can be combined with the PowerControl app for the DTE performance
box PowerControl X to control both tuning systems. With a simple wipe on the smartphone display, the driver
has full control of the individual DTE tuning.

 

Contact:

DTE-SYSTEMS GmbH

Herr Karsten Kamperhoff

Maria-von-Linden-Str. 23

45665 Recklinghausen

Germany

Fon: +492361483906

Fax: +492361483907

E-Mail: info@DTE-Systems.de
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2018-11-22

Hall: 3 Booth: 3B43

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

For every demand the perfect suspension

For a while, KW suspensions under the roof of the KW automotive group also offers different coilovers for
electronic cars. For example, KW has developed an adaptive suspension kit with smartphone app control and
hydraulic lift system for the Tesla Model S. KW will show the first Tesla Model 3 with a KW coilover kit Variant
3 that is separately adjustable in rebound and compression damping stage. Besides the electrified compact
model, KW in cooperation with the refiner Novitec also shows a McLaren 720S.

 

The super sports car equipped with aerodynamic components made of light carbon fiber has up to 806 hp and
was lowered with KW suspension springs that are adjustable in height. The spring rate was specially adapted
to the reworked aerodynamics and the increased performance of the 720S. The successful Nordschleife- and
motorsport competence of KW is underpinned by its many years of cooperation with Manthey Racing and in
Essen, the new Porsche 911 GT3 Cup MR (991.2) will even be presented. Manthey combines for this racing
car the best of the Porsche Model 911 GT3 R and 911 GT3 Cup and equips the bolide, that was developed for
customer motor sport, with KW suspension technology.

 

Introduction of new ST suspensions product group: ST height adjustable coilover springs

At the Essen Motor Show, ST will introduce its new coilover springs. The springs with individual height-
adjustment will be available for numerous vehicle models like the Audi A4, Audi S3, BMW M2, Dodge Charger,
Mercedes-Benz C-Class and VW Golf GTI on December 1st 2018. A continuous lowering in combination with
the standard dampers can be selected due to the installation of the ST coilover springs.

 

Contact:

KW automotive GmbH 

Herr Christian Schmidt

Aspachweg 14

74427 Fichtenberg

Germany

Fon: +4979719630547

Fax: +4979719630191

E-Mail: christian.schmidt@kwautomotive.de
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2019-10-17

Hall: 7 Booth: 7D23

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

New bodykit from JMS for the BMW 5-series G30/31

Available immediately and at the fair is the new bodykit for the BMW 5-G30 / 31 with M-technology, front
spoiler and rear diffuser. Furthermore the JMS team presents more new products.

 

Contact:

JMS - Fahrzeugteile GmbH

Herr Jochen Schweiker

Hauptstr. 26

72141 Walddorfhäslach

Germany

Fon: +49712731487

Fax: +49712732389

E-Mail: info@jms-fahrzeugteile.de
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2018-11-09

Hall: 6 Booth: 6E19

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Hyundai i30 N

For the Korean compact sports car Hyundai i30 N, the accessories specialists from Rieger Tuning have brand
new aerodynamic parts in their program. Thus, a Rieger spoiler sword on the front provides more contact
pressure, a set of side skirts calms the air between the two axles, and the rear apron neck gives the rear view
a sharper, sportier look.

 

All parts for the i30 N inclusive the performance version are of course available with reports (ABE).

 

Contact:

RIEGER Kfz-Kunststoffteile Design und Tuning GmbH

Herr Toni Rieger

Weilbergstr. 16

84307 Eggenfelden

Germany

Fon: +49872196190

Fax: +4987219619719

E-Mail: info@rieger-tuning.de
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2019-11-12

Hall: 3 Booth: 3B36

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Projekt Spielberg - Driving Experiences

This strech of tarmac is steeped in history and has seen the birth of many racing legends while the hills around
offer countless thrilling summer and winter experiences. It is a playground for generations.

 

Contact:

Red Bull Deutschland GmbH

Herr Benjamin Rößner

Osterwaldstr. 10

80805 München

Germany

Fon: +492111598970

Fax: +4989206035100

E-Mail: benjamin.roessner@redbull.com
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Hall: 8 Booth: 8A22

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

ONE 200-MB Semi active 3-Way speaker system for Mercedes C / E / GLC

25 millimetre dome tweeter, 4 Ohm, 25/40W, frequency range up to 25kHz.

100 millimetre midrange speaker, 4 Ohm, 60/120W, 87dB/W/m, fiber cone.

200 millimetre Subwoofer, 2 Ohm, 150/300W, 89dB/W/m, Strontium-Magnet, doublelayer fiber cone ,
aperiodically damped.

Tuned crossover with tweeter adjustment, plug & play without cutting the wiring harness in the vehicle.

For semi active operation.

Available for left-hand and right-hand drive vehicles.

 

Contact:

Gladen Europe GmbH

Frau Alexandra Gladen

Bertha-Benz-Str. 9

72141 Walddorfhäslach

Germany

Fon: +497127810280

E-Mail: info@gladen.com
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6F38

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

BMW X3M Competition

Aulitzky present the new BMW X3M competition with 650hp, new design, KW coilover kit V3, Vossen 22 inch
Evo-2R and its new exhaust system with carbon tailpipes.

 

Contact:

Aulitzky Tuning GmbH

Herr Klaus Aulitzky

Am Neuweiher 11

91564 Neuendettelsau

Germany

Fon: 098746891630

Fax: 098746891631

E-Mail: klaus@aulitzkytuning.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6C45

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

PS spray wax as XMas edition

The same every year - the search for the perfect Christmas present for the loved ones is sometimes difficult
and tedious. But why spend the pre-Christmas time with stressful thoughts around the gift selection, if PS Profi
Care can answer the question of the right men's gift today?

 

The exclusive XMas edition of the popular spray wax awakens the beautiful memories of the time when he
was still dreaming of the driver's license with the toy car under the tree. The wax not only let the big dream car
shine, but also men's eyes. In addition to this, the XMas edition comes up with a special Christmas scent. It is
available for the first time in a limited edition on the PS booth.

 

Contact:

PS Profipflege by K&K Handelsgesellschaft mbH

Frau Nicole Schuster

Gewerbepark-Hardtwald 14

68723 Oftersheim

Germany

Fon: +4962028593221

Fax: +4962028593229

E-Mail: info@ps-profiprodukte.de
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Hall: GA Booth: 15, Hall: GA Booth: GA15

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

BMW SCENE Calendar 2020

There has long been a fan community waiting for the new BMW Scene Calendar 2020.

 

The BMW SCENE Calendar 2020 presents the four-wheel highlights of the big BMW family. It is the mix that
makes the calendar a classic on the wall for years. The DIN A3 calendar in landscape format is handy and has
only been professionally produced in small quantities. 

 

Contact:

BMW SCENE Magazin

Herr Frank Schwichtenberg

Langenbochumer Straße 201

45701 Herten

Germany

Fon: +491728217615

E-Mail: schwichtenberg@publikom-z.de
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Hall: 3 Booth: 3A47

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

World debut of performance shell seat

Recaro Automotive Seating has a surprise in store for car lovers who are looking for superb dynamics,
outstanding feedback and an exceptional driving experience: the world’s leading manufacturer of performance
car seats is back again at the Essen Motor Show and is using the spotlight of this international car-tuning
meetup to celebrate a world debut with all its fans. Ultimate performance on both street and racetrack,
combined with cool design and premium workmanship – these are the first clues about the new seat from
Recaro. 

 

Contact:

RECARO Automotive Seating GmbH

Frau Romi Diana Doser

Stuttgarter Str. 73

73230 Kirchheim / Teck

Germany

Fon: +497021935000

E-Mail: romi.doser@recaro-automotive.com
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2019-11-26

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

The high-performance product range for the Mercedes-AMG A 35 4MATIC

Efficient aerodynamic-enhancement components, tailor-made wheels and individual options for the interior
design, a maximum output of 268 kW / 365 hp (359 bhp), 460 Nm (339 lb-ft) peak torque and just 4.4 seconds
from zero to 100 km/h (62 mph) thanks to all-wheel drive: BRABUS transforms the new Mercedes-AMG A 35
4MATIC into one of the sportiest of its compact kind.

 

Of course, the BRABUS product range offers not only more power, but also equally attractive and efficient
aerodynamic-enhancement components and exclusive upgrades for the interior.

 

The unique three-year or 100,000-kilometer / 62,000-mile BRABUS Tuning Warranty® (see BRABUS Tuning
Warranty Terms and Conditions, updated July 2013) documents the outstanding quality of all developments of
the world's largest independent automotive refinement specialists.

 

Contact:

Brabus GmbH

Herr Sven Gramm

Brabus-Allee

46240 Bottrop

Germany

Fon: +4920417770

Fax: +492041777450

E-Mail: info@brabus.com
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Hall: 8 Booth: 8C22

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Comp. Intercooler Kit Honda Civic Type R FK8

The Wagner Tuning high-performance intercooler has got a new competition core (Tube Fin) with the
dimensions 670 x 183,4 x 125 millimetre (15.4 liters)/ 26,38 x 7,22I x 4,92 Inch (939,76 Inch³), which was
developed especially for the requirements of the Honda Civic Type R FK8. This high-performance core offers
an 23 percent larger frontal surface and 140 percent more core volume compared to the stock intercooler.

 

The aluminum cast endtanks were designed in CAD and optimized in CFD simulations (for an ideal internal
airflow). An incorporated air baffle inside the intercooler inlet ensures a uniform filling of the intercooler. The
result is an excellent cooling property with a minimal back pressure. The newly developed competition high-
performance core is very light and provides the adjoining components (for example the watercooler) enough
air flow by using a specially prepared air baffle. That is why this kit is perfect for racing use. An optimal cooling
effect of the charged air with a significant increase in performance.

 

An anti-corrosion powder coating with perfect heat-conducting properties protects the Wagner Tuning
intercooler from all environmental influences, so a lasting and optimal cooling effect can be guaranteed. The
installation is done by replacing the original intercooler and is easy to perform (plug and play). 

 

Inlet diameter: 65 millimetre / 2,56 Inch; outlet diameter 70 millimetre / 2,75 Inch

 

Dimensions stock intercooler:

V = 6,4 L / 239,55Inch³

A = 6403200 mm²/ 9 925 Inch²

 

Dimensions WAGNERTUNING intercooler:

V = 15,4 L / 939,76Inch³

A = 15359750 mm²/ 23 808 Inch²

 

kit comes with:

1 intercooler

1 air baffle

2 silicone hoses (black)

1 mounting material



1 installation instruction

 

Contact:

Wagner Tuning

Herr Ben Naumann

Mittelbreite 11-13

06861 Dessau-Roßlau

Germany

Fon: +493490159700

E-Mail: info@wagner-tuning.de
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2022-09-06

Hall: 7 Booth: 7C29

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Aixam coupe

The Aixam coupe range is aimed at the enthusiasts among light vehicle drivers. The coupe is available in
three different trim levels.

 

With its value-for-money equipment, the coupe Evo offers all the advantages of the coupe models for the
frugal driver, without sacrificing the essentials.

The coupe Premium also offers many small comfort features, such as a center console with cup holders, chic
chrome details and much more.

The GTi packs a powerful hi-fi system and blue accents like the belt on top.

 

The advantages of the coupes would be a longer wheelbase and thus more space in the trunk compared to
the Aixam City series - you want to transport a larger household appliance such as a dryer? The coupe
swallows the charge without complaint. Then there is the attractive, extended roofline. And all this without
having to forego the advantages of the city models, such as the easy search for a parking space.

 

Contact:

GAMMA Fahrzeuge GmbH

Herr Alexander Hillebrand

Elmespöten 12-14

59602 Rüthen

Germany

Fon: +4929523305

E-Mail: marketing@gamma-fahrzeuge.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6A45

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

World premiere of DOTZ project car and new designs

ALCAR, with its top brands AEZ & DOTZ presents its top 2019 wheel innovations. With the new designs, the
rim manufacturer is closing gaps in its already very extensive program. In addition, the project vehicle DOTZ
DD2.JZ celebrates its world premiere in the Ruhr area.

 

Contact:

ALCAR Wheels GmbH

Herr Hieronymus Tupay

Leobersdorfer Straße 24

2552 Hirtenberg

Austria

Fon: 0043 2256 801528

Fax: 0043 2256 801-525

E-Mail: h.tupay@alcar-wheels.com
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Hall: GA Booth: 77

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Businesswrap

Van graphics is a very effective, value-for-money marketing option. WrapChamp helps many companies and
organizations render their brand and/or message visible in the best possible way, based on vehicle type and
the company’s brand profile.

 

WrapChamp naturally help them with a design that is neatly visualized in 3D for a proper assessment before
production.

 

Contact:

WrapChamp

Mr. Samuel Eriksson

Nygardsvagen 19

78170 Borlänge

Sweden

Fon: 004670626 64 40

E-Mail: samuel@wrapchamp.se
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Hall: 5 Booth: 5A20

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

EDITION-1 FlowForged wheels

The EDITION 1 is the brand new wheel of the FlowForged series and is manufactured using FlowForging or
FlowForming technology. FlowForging means, that the wheel center including additional material for the rim is
casted and afterwards the rim is rolled out, what is a cold roll forging process. Therefore the wheel is light
exactly where it is most important - on the outside of the wheel.

 

The EDITION 1 impresses not only with technical aspects such as precise easing and high quality, but also
with exclusive design features. The badge, which proudly bears the name “EDITION 1” and the brand name,
both placed on the outer rim flange. The "undercut" not only makes the wheel lighter but also ensures a
particularly cool look.

 

The EDITION 1 is available in 8.5 x 20 / 9.5 x 20 and 10.5 x 20. All sizes are available in the PCD 5 x 112 and
5 x 120 as well as in a wide variety of offsets and therefore fit many models from Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Seat,
Skoda and many more. The 8.5 x 20 has a lot of brake clearance and is therefore also suitable for RS3, TTRS
and the Cupra models. The 9.5 x 20 and 10.5 x 20, on the other hand, have a nice amount of concavity and
thus appear particularly wide.

 

More on: https://luethen-motorsport.com/en/edition-1-flowforged

 

Contact:

Luethen Motorsport GmbH

Herr Markus Lüthen

Neuer Wall 84

20354 Hamburg

Germany

Fon: +494070383620

E-Mail: ml@luethen-motorsport.com
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6E45

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Car care innovations

The future of car care has long since begun at SONAX - trade visitors and the public can once again see for
themselves. For the first time, the car care specialist from Neuburg presents innovations such as the "SONAX
XTREME Interior Detailer" and the new "SONAX XTREME Ceramic Paint Protect" with nine months of paint
protection.

 

Contact:

SONAX GmbH

Frau Beate Heinemann

Münchener Str. 75

86633 Neuburg

Germany

Fon: +49843153219

Fax: +49843153367

E-Mail: info@sonax.de
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Hall: 3 Booth: 3A41

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

CUPRA Ateca ABT with 350 HP debuts

The CUPRA Ateca is the first own model of the new SEAT brand. ABT Sportsline accompanied the
development of the sporty SUV and presents the CUPRA Ateca ABT for the first time.

 

The SUV already delivers 300 HP (221 kW) and 400 Nm ex works. The sprint from 0 to 100 km/h takes only
5.2 seconds and the top speed is 245 km/h. Following the ABT POWER upgrade, 350 HP (257 kW) is now
available. The torque also rises to a smooth 440 Nm. The top speed of the CUPRA Ateca ABT is 255 km/h, 10
km/h more than the standard model. The standard sprint from 0 to 100 km/h is shortened by two tenths, so
that the data sheet now contains a smooth 5.0 seconds.

 

Contact:

ABT Sportsline GmbH

Frau Karla Kanz

Johann-Abt-Str. 2

87437 Kempten

Germany

Fon: +49831571400

Fax: +4983172666

E-Mail: info@abt-sportsline.de
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Hall: 3 Booth: 3A41, Hall: 3 Booth: 3A36

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

BRABUS 900 based on Maybach S 650

BRABUS 900 - the ultimate luxury supercar based on the Mercedes-Maybach S 650: 662 kW / 900 hp, 1,500
Nm of torque and a top speed over 350 km/h Sporty-elegant styling, 21-inch hi-tech forged wheels, and
BRABUS radiator grille in hallmark brand design. 

 

True to its brand, the Mercedes-Maybach S 650 represents the absolute pinnacle of automotive construction in
the world. Nonetheless, even this luxury sedan leaves room for individual refinement, which BRABUS realizes
with its best engineers, designers, technicians and artisans in the form of the unique BRABUS900luxury
supercar.

The BRABUS ROCKET9006.3 V12 twin-turbo increased-displacement engine provides the Mercedes-
Maybach S 650 with an enormous rated power output of 662 kW / 900 hp (888 bhp) and a peak torque of
1,500 Nm (1,106 lb-ft). Top speed is in excess of 350 km/h (217 mph). 

To match the extreme performance of the luxury liner, the appearance of the four-seater car receives some
sporty-elegant emphasis with BRABUS aerodynamic-enhancement components, a radiator grille in the
hallmark styling of the luxury brand specifically designed for this model, and BRABUS "PLATINUM EDITION"
forged wheels with diameters of 21 or 22 inches.

Another BRABUS domain is exclusive interior design. The company upholstery shop can fulfil any color
request with regard to the finest leather, Alcantara, precious wood and carbon fibers. The BRABUS interior
designers created particularly exquisite BRABUS “Masterpiece” appointments specifically for the top-of-the-
range model of the S-Class.

 

The Mercedes-Maybach S 650 comes off the factory line with a 12-cylinder twin-turbo engine producing 390
kW / 530 hp (523 bhp) and is thus anything but underpowered.

 

Contact:

BRABUS GmbH

Herr Sven Gramm

Brabus-Allee

46240 Bottrop

Germany

Fon: +492041777444

Fax: +492041777450

E-Mail: info@brabus.com
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Hall: 7 Booth: 7C27

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

New: PedalBox+ with app control

The PedalBox+ is the original accelerator tuning by DTE Systems and is now available with
smartphone app. The pedal tuning improves acceleration by up to ten per cent for all vehicles with
electronic accelerator pedal – no matter if gasoline, diesel, hybrid or electric engines. With the
PedalBox app, the accelerator pedal tuning can be operated, preset and updated via app.

 

In addition to the keypad, the new PedalBox+ can also be controlled with the PedalBox app. The accelerator pedal
tuning can be easily switched on or off with the smartphone. Furthermore, each individual program preset can
be customized and saved in the PedalBox app. Thus, the PedalBox+ always starts with the selected driving
program and individual preferences. The PedalBox app also ensures the most recent software releases thanks
to its remote update services.

 

The new PedalBox+ with app has four driving programs City, Sport, Sport Plus and Series to optimize the
throttle response. All preset programs can be fine-tuned with the plus and minus buttons. That means that
there are more than 20 different individual settings available.

 

A special highlight: The PedalBox app can be combined with the PowerControl app for the DTE performance
box PowerControl X to control both tuning systems. With a simple wipe on the smartphone display, the driver
has full control of the individual DTE tuning.

 

Contact:

DTE-SYSTEMS GmbH

Herr Karsten Kamperhoff

Maria-von-Linden-Str. 23

45665 Recklinghausen

Germany

Fon: +492361483906

Fax: +492361483907

E-Mail: info@DTE-Systems.de
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Hall: 3 Booth: 3B43

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

For every demand the perfect suspension

For a while, KW suspensions under the roof of the KW automotive group also offers different coilovers for
electronic cars. For example, KW has developed an adaptive suspension kit with smartphone app control and
hydraulic lift system for the Tesla Model S. KW will show the first Tesla Model 3 with a KW coilover kit Variant
3 that is separately adjustable in rebound and compression damping stage. Besides the electrified compact
model, KW in cooperation with the refiner Novitec also shows a McLaren 720S.

 

The super sports car equipped with aerodynamic components made of light carbon fiber has up to 806 hp and
was lowered with KW suspension springs that are adjustable in height. The spring rate was specially adapted
to the reworked aerodynamics and the increased performance of the 720S. The successful Nordschleife- and
motorsport competence of KW is underpinned by its many years of cooperation with Manthey Racing and in
Essen, the new Porsche 911 GT3 Cup MR (991.2) will even be presented. Manthey combines for this racing
car the best of the Porsche Model 911 GT3 R and 911 GT3 Cup and equips the bolide, that was developed for
customer motor sport, with KW suspension technology.

 

Introduction of new ST suspensions product group: ST height adjustable coilover springs

At the Essen Motor Show, ST will introduce its new coilover springs. The springs with individual height-
adjustment will be available for numerous vehicle models like the Audi A4, Audi S3, BMW M2, Dodge Charger,
Mercedes-Benz C-Class and VW Golf GTI on December 1st 2018. A continuous lowering in combination with
the standard dampers can be selected due to the installation of the ST coilover springs.

 

Contact:

KW automotive GmbH 

Herr Christian Schmidt

Aspachweg 14

74427 Fichtenberg

Germany

Fon: +4979719630547

Fax: +4979719630191

E-Mail: christian.schmidt@kwautomotive.de
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2022-12-02

Hall: 7 Booth: 7A33

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Up to 20 per cent EMS fair discount on selected products

In the context of the Essen Motor Show 2022, fans and customers can secure up to 20 per cent discount on
selected products.

 

 

 

Available in the new webshop --> https://happyracing.com/

 

Contact:

HAPPY RACING GmbH

Herr Matthias Burghof

Am Wald 11

40789 Monheim am Rhein

Germany

Fon: +492173899930

Fax: +4921738999399

E-Mail: info@happyracing.com
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2018-11-09

Hall: 6 Booth: 6E19

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

Hyundai i30 N

For the Korean compact sports car Hyundai i30 N, the accessories specialists from Rieger Tuning have brand
new aerodynamic parts in their program. Thus, a Rieger spoiler sword on the front provides more contact
pressure, a set of side skirts calms the air between the two axles, and the rear apron neck gives the rear view
a sharper, sportier look.

 

All parts for the i30 N inclusive the performance version are of course available with reports (ABE).

 

Contact:

RIEGER Kfz-Kunststoffteile Design und Tuning GmbH

Herr Toni Rieger

Weilbergstr. 16

84307 Eggenfelden

Germany

Fon: +49872196190

Fax: +4987219619719

E-Mail: info@rieger-tuning.de
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2022-11-13

Hall: 6 Booth: 6A32

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

VW ID5 GTX XCite Showcar Premiere

In cooperation with Volkswagen Zwickau, PS-Sattlerei has given this ID5 GTX a new interior.

 

The ID5 GTX has been given a wide body in the Lamborghini look.

 

Wide wheel arches and sills, 22 inch rims and a PSS interior that has it all. 

 

Contact:

PS-Sattlerei GmbH

Herr Dennis Halverscheid

Marie-Curie-Str. 12

59192 Bergkamen

Germany

Fon: +4923899953050

E-Mail: info@ps-sattlerei.com
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Hall: 3 Booth: 3B46, Hall: 3 Booth: 3B43

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

KW Clubsport coilover kits in combination with MacPherson struts in upside-down-design

The popular and three-way adjustable KW V4 Clubsport coilover dampers received a technical revision to
match the latest BMW M3 sedan, BMW M4 coupe, BMW M4 competition, and the new BMW M4 CSL. Similar
to the racing applications in BMW’s M4 GT4 customer program, the latest KW V4 Clubsport coilover kit
generation is manufactured with a motorsport alloy steel in combination with a 40-millimeters inverted-
monotube damper cartridge.

 

The new feature is that the current generation of the KW V4 Clubsport suspension is now manufactured from a
motorsport steel alloy in combination with 40-millimeter upside-down damper cartridges, as is the case in
racing applications in customer sports over. KW also relies on an upside-down design for the new four-way
adjustable KW V5 Clubsport coilover suspension for the BMW M4. The KW V5 damper technology, on the
other hand, uses the KW Solid Piston Technology proven in the DTM as it is also used by the DTM champion
Sheldon Van der Linde of Schubert Motorsport on the BMW M4 GT3 exhibited at the KW booth.

 

More at www.kwsuspensions.net

 

 

 

Contact:

KW automotive GmbH

Frau Zaklina Grozdanoski

Aspachweg 14

74427 Fichtenberg

Germany

Fon: +49797196300

Fax: +4979719630191

E-Mail: zaklina.grozdanoski@kwautomotive.de
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Hall: 6 Booth: 6C45

ESSEN MOTOR SHOW

PS spray wax as XMas edition

The same every year - the search for the perfect Christmas present for the loved ones is sometimes difficult
and tedious. But why spend the pre-Christmas time with stressful thoughts around the gift selection, if PS Profi
Care can answer the question of the right men's gift today?

 

The exclusive XMas edition of the popular spray wax awakens the beautiful memories of the time when he
was still dreaming of the driver's license with the toy car under the tree. The wax not only let the big dream car
shine, but also men's eyes. In addition to this, the XMas edition comes up with a special Christmas scent. It is
available for the first time in a limited edition on the PS booth.

 

Contact:

PS Profipflege by K&K Handelsgesellschaft mbH

Frau Nicole Schuster

Gewerbepark-Hardtwald 14

68723 Oftersheim

Germany

Fon: +4962028593221

Fax: +4962028593229

E-Mail: info@ps-profiprodukte.de
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Comp. Intercooler Kit Honda Civic Type R FK8

The Wagner Tuning high-performance intercooler has got a new competition core (Tube Fin) with the
dimensions 670 x 183,4 x 125 millimetre (15.4 liters)/ 26,38 x 7,22I x 4,92 Inch (939,76 Inch³), which was
developed especially for the requirements of the Honda Civic Type R FK8. This high-performance core offers
an 23 percent larger frontal surface and 140 percent more core volume compared to the stock intercooler.

 

The aluminum cast endtanks were designed in CAD and optimized in CFD simulations (for an ideal internal
airflow). An incorporated air baffle inside the intercooler inlet ensures a uniform filling of the intercooler. The
result is an excellent cooling property with a minimal back pressure. The newly developed competition high-
performance core is very light and provides the adjoining components (for example the watercooler) enough
air flow by using a specially prepared air baffle. That is why this kit is perfect for racing use. An optimal cooling
effect of the charged air with a significant increase in performance.

 

An anti-corrosion powder coating with perfect heat-conducting properties protects the Wagner Tuning
intercooler from all environmental influences, so a lasting and optimal cooling effect can be guaranteed. The
installation is done by replacing the original intercooler and is easy to perform (plug and play). 

 

Inlet diameter: 65 millimetre / 2,56 Inch; outlet diameter 70 millimetre / 2,75 Inch

 

Dimensions stock intercooler:

V = 6,4 L / 239,55Inch³

A = 6403200 mm²/ 9 925 Inch²

 

Dimensions WAGNERTUNING intercooler:

V = 15,4 L / 939,76Inch³

A = 15359750 mm²/ 23 808 Inch²

 

kit comes with:

1 intercooler

1 air baffle

2 silicone hoses (black)

1 mounting material



1 installation instruction

 

Contact:

Wagner Tuning

Herr Ben Naumann

Mittelbreite 11-13

06861 Dessau-Roßlau

Germany

Fon: +493490159700

E-Mail: info@wagner-tuning.de
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Powerdrop adhesives

PowerDrop adhesives are modified reactive adhesives (cyanoacrylates). They are applied in liquid form and,
under suitable conditions, react to form solids (curing). The cured adhesive is a plastic. Depending on the
material, the adhesive surfaces harden quickly. Smooth within a short time (glass, metal, plastic, rubber) -
porous after just a few minutes (wood, leather, porcelain, ceramics, clay). Different materials can also be
bonded without any problems. The gap filling capacity is maximum 0.25 millimetre For larger gap widths,
PowerDrop fillers are recommended.

 

Application areas:

Its adhesion to most materials is excellent and its adhesive strength under shear and tensile stress is very
good. PowerDrop adhesives are largely water, lye, oil, grease, UV, light, heat and cold resistant.

 

Processing:

As a minimum requirement for surface treatment, is recommended: Oil, grease or other layers (old glue, rust)
must be removed (with PowerDrop Remover). Apply a thin layer of PowerDrop to one side, press together,
leave for a few seconds and then allow to harden for some time, depending on whether the surface is porous
or smooth. This item may only be used in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions/operating
instructions. Read the manufacturer's instructions and observe the product or safety data sheet.

 

Contact:

Powerdrop Industrieklebstoffe

Herr Johann Hödl

Philipsstraße 26

8403 Lebring

Austria

Fon: +4369981290969

E-Mail: powerdrop1@gmail.com
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FEROX 500 6.4L HEMI V8

The italian company presents its top of the range: the Ferrox 500.

 

Contact:

Militem s.r.l.

Mr. Christian Carrisi

Via Borgazzi 8

20900 Monza

Italy

Fon: +390392460055

E-Mail: c.carrisi@militem.it
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The 2 series Coupé G42

The AC Schnitzer special accessories range for the 2 series Coupé G42 includes:

- performance upgrade M240i: 420 HP / 600 NM

- exhaust

- wheels 

- suspension

- aerodynamic parts

- interior

 

 

 

Contact:

AC Schnitzer 

Herr Marcus Bernsdorf

Neuenhofstr. 160

52078 Aachen

Germany

Fon: +49 241 56 88 317

Fax: +492415688135

E-Mail: marcus.bernsdorf@ac-schnitzer.de
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